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This video features uncensored dialogue that contains profanity.
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Breakthrough Cases and Vaccine Passports
Watch later Share

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The video above is a 15-minute outtake from Joe Rogan’s podcast episode #1693,  in which he

interviews Evan Hafer, a special forces veteran who founded Black RiJe Coffee Company and hosts

the Free Range American podcast.

In this clip, Rogan lets his opinions rip on vaccine passports, COVID “vaccinations” and

breakthrough cases. He points out the obvious irony of New York City’s new passport rules. While

the democratic leadership claims to want to protect people of color and immigrants, these are the

very groups that reject the COVID shots the most.

As of August 2, 2021, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention data reported by the Kaiser

Family Foundation  showed 59% of Americans who had received at least one COVID injection were

Caucasian, 10% were Black, 16% Hispanic, 6% Asian and only 1% were American Indian or Alaska

Native.

So, now New York is actively discriminating against minorities in the name of public safety, and

people are actually applauding this as a good thing. “It’s madness,” Rogan exclaims. Meanwhile,

science shows us that everything our public health o_cials are doing is wrong.

Leaky Vaccines Drive Mutations

For example, Rogan cites 2015 research  showing that nonsterilizing vaccination — meaning when

a vaccine fails to fully prevent infection, also known as a leaky vaccine — can promote the creation

and transmission of more virulent pathogens. As explained by the authors:

“There is a theoretical expectation that some types of vaccines could prompt the evolution

of more virulent (‘hotter’) pathogens. This idea follows from the notion that natural

selection removes pathogen strains that are so ‘hot’ that they kill their hosts and, therefore,

themselves.

Vaccines that let the hosts survive but do not prevent the spread of the pathogen relax this

selection, allowing the evolution of hotter pathogens to occur. This type of vaccine is often

called a leaky vaccine. When vaccines prevent transmission, as is the case for nearly all

vaccines used in humans, this type of evolution towards increased virulence is blocked.

But when vaccines leak, allowing at least some pathogen transmission, they could create

the ecological conditions that would allow hot strains to emerge and persist.

This theory proved highly controversial when it was Drst proposed over a decade ago, but

here we report experiments with Marek’s disease virus in poultry that show that modern

commercial leaky vaccines can have precisely this effect: they allow the onward

transmission of strains otherwise too lethal to persist.

Thus, the use of leaky vaccines can facilitate the evolution of pathogen strains that put

unvaccinated hosts at greater risk of severe disease.”

The COVID shots, which do not provide you with immune protection against the virus but, rather,

only lessen symptoms of infection, are a perfect example of leaky vaccines that can allow the virus

to mutate within the mildly ill host, who then transmits the mutated virus to others. In this way, the

COVID shots can fuel a never-ending chain of outbreaks.

Vaccine Passports Cannot Protect Public Health

If vaccinated individuals can be infected, carry the virus and transmit it to others, what good is

proof of vaccination? Vaccinated people obviously are no less likely to spread the infection than

unvaccinated people, so why is the liberty to freely participate in society being removed from the

unvaccinated? It’s completely irrational.

Since there is no medical logic behind their use, vaccine passports must have some other

unspoken function, and indeed they do. They’re an essential part of a massive control mechanism.

Right now, you can’t go places unless you’ve gotten your required one or two doses of COVID

injection.

You can be sure that once a third dose is recommended, your passport will become invalid until or

unless you get that third booster. This will be repeated once there’s a fourth booster, and a efth, and

anything that gets added after that.

The requirement you must fulell in order to maintain a valid passport could be literally anything. We

also know that these vaccine passports can serve as a platform for all sorts of other

interconnected things, such as your personal identiecation, your medical records, enancial records,

government assistance, employment records and much more, so restricting your access to

restaurants could eventually become the least of your problems.

You might not be able to access your bank account. You might not be let into your job. You might be

denied medical attention or government assistance. So, Rogan is correct when he says the vaccine

passport is one step away from dictatorship, and history has repeatedly shown that dictatorships

cannot thrive. They breed misery and spoil both talent and opportunity.

Do Not Exchange Your Freedoms for a False Sense of Security

Only when people are free to do as they please, when they’re free to express their creativity, do you

end up with a superpower and cultural phenomenon as the United States. We are now looking at the

end of what was once the United States of America, unless enough people wake up to reality and

push back.

An argument vaccine passport pushers like to use is that “spreading a lethal infection isn’t a human

right,” therefore, proving you’ve been vaccinated is not an unreasonable request if you want to

participate in society. Likewise, they insist that going to restaurants isn’t a human right, nor is

airline travel, staying at hotels or going to gyms. CNN anchor Don Lemon doesn’t even think buying

groceries falls within the scope of being a human right.

“ Freedom is the absence of necessity, coercion or
constraint in choice or action; unrestricted use; the
quality or state of being exempt from something
onerous; privilege; liberation from restraint or
from the power of another; independence.”

The problem with those arguments is that a) COVID-19 isn’t a lethal infection for most people,  b)

it’s an infection that is just as easily spread by vaccinated people,  so both groups confer the same

risk, c) outbreaks occur in populations where everyone is fully vaccinated,  d) there are effective

treatments if you do contract the infection,  e) it’s virtually impossible to eradicate human

respiratory viruses that have animal reservoirs, no matter what you do,  f) discriminating based on

vaccination status is no different than discriminating based on other medical conditions, g) it

violates the very deenition of freedom upon which this Constitutional Republic was built.

What Is Freedom?

What is the deenition of freedom? Freedom is “the absence of necessity, coercion or constraint in

choice or action; unrestricted use; the quality or state of being exempt from something onerous;

privilege; liberation from restraint or from the power of another; independence.”

If you cannot enter a grocery store without being vaccinated, are you free? If you cannot travel, even

if you have the means to do so, are you free? If you cannot eat a meal at a restaurant, even if you

can pay for it, are you free?

Some try to sell vaccine passports as something that will grant you these “privileges.” In other

words, something that will grant you freedom. But you cannot give freedom by erst taking all

freedom away.

Freedom is an absence of necessity or coercion. So, a vaccine passport can by deenition not grant

you freedom because in getting the passport you had to erst relinquish the freedom you had

originally.

Your whole life, you’ve probably been allowed to go to restaurants, gyms, concerts and grocery

stores at will. Right? That was freedom. Now, they’re taking away that basic freedom, saying you

can “get it back” if you get the shot and carry proof of vaccination. That’s coercion, which is the

opposite of freedom. You cannot give people freedom by erst coercing them into give up freedom.

Are We in a Pandemic of the Unvaccinated?

According to the o_cial narrative, we’re now in a “pandemic of the unvaccinated,” with 99% of

COVID-19 deaths and 95% of COVID-related hospitalizations occurring among those who have not

received the COVID jab. That, however, is absolute propaganda based on profoundly serious

manipulation of old data.

To achieve those statistics, the CDC included hospitalization and mortality data from January

through June 2021. It does not include more recent data or data related to the Delta variant, which

is now the most prevalent strain in circulation. The problem is, the vast majority of the United

States population was unvaccinated during that timeframe.

January 1, 2021, only 0.5% of the U.S. population had received a COVID shot. By mid-April, an

estimated 31% had received one or more shots,  and as of June 30, 46.9% were “fully vaccinated.”

Keep in mind the CDC does not consider you “fully vaccinated” until two weeks after your second

dose (in the case of Pezer or Moderna), which is given six weeks after your erst shot.

By using statistics from a time period when the U.S. as a whole was largely unvaccinated, the CDC

is now claiming we’re in a “pandemic of the unvaccinated,” in an effort to demonize those who still

have not agreed to receive this experimental injection.

When you look at more recent and emerging data, you can see an opposite trend. In Israel, data

show half of all COVID-19 infections are now among the fully vaccinated,  85% to 90% of COVID-

related hospitalizations are among the fully vaccinated and the fully vaccinated also account for

95% of severely ill COVID-19 patients.

In Scotland, o_cial data on hospitalizations and deaths show 87% of those who have died from

COVID-19 in the third wave that began in early July 2021 were vaccinated,  and in the U.S., a CDC

investigation of an outbreak in Massachusetts between July 6 through July 25, 2021, revealed 80%

of COVID-related hospitalizations were among the fully vaccinated.

The CDC also conermed that fully vaccinated individuals who contract the infection have as high a

viral load in their nasal passages as unvaccinated individuals who get infected, which proves there’s

no difference between the two, in terms of being a transmission risk.

So, again, if vaccination status has no bearing on the potential risk you pose to others, what do we

need the passports for? They’re useless, as passengers on Carnival cruise lines recently

experienced. There was an outbreak of COVID-19 onboard despite every last person having been

“vaccinated.”  The same thing happened onboard the fully vaccinated HMS Queen Elizabeth, a

British Navy Jagship.

Unify for Freedom Under a Banner of Sanity

A couple of days ago, I published an article about mass psychosis,  an epidemic of madness that

occurs when a large portion of society loses touch with reality and descends into delusions.

The psychogenic steps that lead to madness include a panic phase, where the individual is

repeatedly frightened and confused by events they cannot explain, followed by a phase of

“psychotic insight,” where the individual explains their abnormal experience of the world by

inventing an illogical but magical way of seeing reality that eases the panic and gives meaning to

the experience.

The technocrats who created and maintain the pandemic narrative, worldwide, know all about how

to induce mass psychosis, and what we’re experiencing is by far the biggest psychological

operation mankind has ever been put through. They’re using all the known tricks, and it’s working

beautifully.

If you’ve been able to see through their machinations, congratulations. The onus is now on you to

help others free their minds, which is not an easy task. It’s not even easy to stay sane yourself.

Contradictory reports, nonsensical recommendations and blatant lies are deployed intentionally, as

it heightens confusion.

The more confused a population is, the greater the state of anxiety, which reduces people’s

psychological resilience. As the ability to cope wanes, the greater the chances a mass psychosis

will develop. Add isolation to that equation, and the susceptibility of psychosis is further

heightened, as people lose contact with positive examples — people who act as role models of

rational thinking and behavior.

Once a society is ermly in the grip of mass psychosis — and I believe we’re halfway there already —

totalitarians are then free to take the last, decisive step: They can offer a return to order and safety.

The price? Your freedom.

You must cede control of all aspects of your life to the rulers, because unless they are granted total

control, they won’t be able to create the order and safety everyone craves. Already, we’re hearing

this narrative. The creation of safety through forfeiture of freedom is what vaccine passports are all

about.

Help Heal the Mass Psychosis

The good news is you can reverse the effects of mass psychosis, but it takes time, effort and

patience. First, center yourself and live in such a way as to provide inspiration for others to follow.

Next, share and spread the truth — the counternarrative to the propaganda — as far and wide as

possible.

Because truth is always more potent than lies, the success of propaganda relies on the censoring

of truth. Right now, online censorship and propaganda is off the charts, so you may have to get

creative. One tactic is to use humor and ridicule to delegitimize the lies.

At the same time, create parallel structures — businesses, organizations, technologies, movements

or creative pursuits — based on sane and rational principles currently lacking in the world around

us.

Last but not least, to prevent the descent into totalitarian madness, sane and rational action must

be taken by as many people as possible. The ruling technocracy do not sit around hoping and

wishing to increase their power and control. No. They are actively taking steps to augment their

position. To defend against them, we must be just as active and resolute in our counter-push

toward freedom.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best seller. With hundreds of thousands

of copies sold, it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating so grab your copy of the #1 best-selling book on

Amazon today before Biden bans it.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

1,982 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Regarding vaccine/identity passports and would-be totalitarians using fear to induce mass psychosis, here’s an older technology that

could dispel the fear while showing some promise as passport material: www.youtube.com/watch
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Yesi David, excellent response provided by two great actors. Total rejection, on guard, here they do not enter and honk to despise

the vaccine passports. Rejection of the loss of freedoms and the imposition of tyrants. Passports are a privilege granted by the

government to those citizens who have been hypnotized by lies and misinformation, who follow government orders within a tactic

of instilling fear to freely develop people's lives, that is, taking them away life freedom.

A propaganda is being imposed where vaccine passports, vaccine admission requirements and travel restrictions are necessary to

win the war against the COVID-19 virus. The truth is that they are necessary to impose a police state, to kill more the free thought

of people, at the same time that the power to impose a totalitarian state is legitimized. Free-thinking people who support true

science are being imprisoned.

The truth is that vaccine passports are a scheme to force people to submit to a biological weapon, to become genetically modieed

human beings. Passports turn people into citizens without rights. Vaccines constitute a registry system to distinguish between

vaccinated and unvaccinated and what seems certain will be used to further whatever nefarious goals the Great Reset handlers

have envisioned in their way of enslaving people, in turning them into transhumans.

Sociopaths CDC / NIH / WHO / Gates / government, Rockefeller, Fauci, etc., are orchestrating this disaster by adopting draconian

interventions like certiecates of immunity, forced vaccination, which torpedo our sovereign rights and ultimately the war on life. Dr.

Mercola proposes a successful eght against tyranny: "The good news is you can reverse the effects of mass psychosis, but it

takes time, effort and patience. First, center yourself and live in such a way as to provide inspiration for others to follow. Next,

share and spread the truth - the counternarrative to the propaganda - as far and wide as possible. "
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Thanks, just in time - a good laugh to raise the mood,  which was getting a bit low after reading the daily updates. The old jokers

are often  the best ones.
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Honk, honk. Tattoo to you...however the Gut says this current batch of would be dictators would rather brand us with the Scarlet

Letters UV. (Or the chip that isn't a chip, or is it nano-particles that aren't nano-particles but also tattoos that aren't tattoos. We just

need a pretzel tongued multi-personality authority to  explain it all. Then we can all just give up in total confusion and eat our daily

gruel if allowed.)
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There is, as the saying goes; 'Nothing new under the sun' and writers have communicated through various forms of devices over

the centuries their understanding of governance of all kinds. For a more modern slant, see the 'P' brand on the wrist of the

character  'Jack Sparrow'. In all these representations, whether you stand in the bear pit or sit on the stage, eventually at some

point the hope is, your audience will come to a realisation of the meaning. The Marx Brothers were all about anarchy.
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Say no to passports, that is to say no to "vaccines" against COVID. As Dr. Mercola reported, Zelenko believes COVID-19 vaccines

could reduce life expectancy by several decades depending on several factors, including whether you're required to get boosters.

Michael Yeadon, former vice-president and chief scientist of allergy and respiratory research at Pezer, thinks the same way. So

does world-renowned virologist Luc Montagnier, who won the Nobel prize for his discovery of human immunodeeciency virus

(HIV). Even scientists who opposed offering booster shots to all Americans said the data provided by federal health o_cials was

not convincing enough to support the recommendation; some argued that the boosters could lead to more vaccine-resistant

variants.

Dr. Hooman Noorchasm, cardiothoracic surgeon and patient safety advocate — who has been outspoken on the potential harms

that may ensue from vaccinating people who have natural immunity to the infection, said: “The FDA and CDC have been ignoring

the reality that indiscriminate vaccination of recently or asymptomatically COVID-19 infected persons has caused totally avoidable

harm to a non-negligible number of Americans. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/scientists-booster-shots-weak-evid..

 (08/20/21) 57 TOP SCIENTISTS AND DOCTORS RELEASE SHOCKING STUDY ON COVID VACCINES AND DEMAND IMMEDIATE

STOP TO ALL VACCINATIONS. assets-global.website-eles.com/606d3dece4ec3c3866cc798a/60a5fefe3fe8d..
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Good reference, Sue. Groucho's humor was especially corrosive, imaginative, crazy and anarchist, and with his memorable phrases

he brought a smile to millions of viewers. A phrase: "It's silly to look under the bed. If your wife has a visitor, she will most likely

hide it in the closet. I know a man who encountered so many people in the closet that he had to get a divorce just to end a place to

hang his clothes." Let's hope that the defenders of vaccines and passports end up naked before the lies and defamations (the

clothes in the closet, closed with a big padlock), that the divorce of the people will materialize with knowing the truth that the

independent, free science defends from the hypnotism that is subjected.
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Good one, David! I vote for the Marx Brothers to take over the gooberment. I doubt if they could screw things up any worse!
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LOL.  Perfect!
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Boy oh boy, did I need this this morning. FDA to approve Pezer on Monday... just say NOPE! xoxooxo
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By the way: Yesterday I posted all these "meows" on the blog in Spanish, and no "dog" came out to bark catches my attention! I

would like to know the cause. blogsalud.mercola.com/sitios/blogsalud/archivo/2021/08/20/cdc-dicen-pe..
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Joe Rogan on Breakthrough Cases and Vaccine Passports
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

New York City is implementing vaccine passport rules to enter certain venues, thereby discriminating against minorities and people of color)

As of August 2, 2021, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention data showed 59% of Americans who had received at least one COVID

injection were Caucasian, 16% were Hispanic, 10% Black, 6% Asian and only 1% were Native American or Alaska Native

)

When a vaccine, like the COVID shot, fails to fully prevent infection, it can promote the creation and transmission of more virulent pathogens)

CDC has conermed fully vaccinated individuals who contract the infection have as high a viral load as unvaccinated individuals who get

infected, which proves there’s no difference between the two, in terms of being a transmission risk. If vaccinated individuals can be infected,

carry the virus and cause it to mutate, and then transmit it to others, how does proof of vaccination promote public safety?

)

Would-be totalitarian rulers know how to use fear to induce mass psychosis, where people can no longer think rationally and act out of

primal fear. They then offer to restore safety and order, but to do that, everyone must forfeit their personal freedom. The creation of safety

through forfeiture of freedom is what vaccine passports are all about

)
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That’s funny. I love the Marx Brothers
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Hahahahahaha!
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lovestosing6
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Moineau - right?  Without even going through a year?  Without going through a full seasonal cycle with Ju season coming?  You

have to be kidding me!!
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stoneharbor
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I fully understand that vaccine passports restrict our liberties. However there's a good side to them. We all want to have the freedom to at

least go buy groceries and keep ourselves functioning. And a passport eventually he may prevent that. However, the spike proteins that

are being shed by those who received the inoculation, are a deadly threat. I think we want to avoid contact with those shed proteins at all

cost.So let all of the vaccinated people go to all the events that are not at all required for survival. Those events are just adding to the

load of Spike protein that circulates there. I don't want any part of that threat.

Soon I will follow this post with links showing how bad the threat is from the spike proteins that attach to our ace2 receptors, and also

how important Ivermectin can be to block that binding, and also probably lock up the spike proteins as they are in Transit throughout your

system. Just remember, I am not posting this information to say I am in agreement with vaccine passports. I'm saying this here and now

because from my study I think our lives come erst and we don't want to endanger Our Lives by mixing with those who have been

inoculated any more than we have to.
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There are plenty of studies out there showing the effect of the spike proteins  by itself to destroy all kinds of tissue in an animal.

One of the most glaring threats is that it may attach to the endothelial layer of your entire circulatory system. I won't give you those

links, they are easy to end. However here is something very scary that's happening apparently as the result of shed material.

Infants are dying in the hands of parents that have gotten the Jab.

unshackledminds.com/the-kill-shot-is-causing-a-new-syndrome-in-childre..
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Now, on how to protect from Spike protein that has been shed in your vicinity, whether in the air or in bodily Juids such as sweat

and saliva, it turns out that Ivermectin has the capacity to block The Binding of the spike protein to your ACE2 receptors, and

possibly has the capacity to tie up the spike protein before it even makes contact with an ACE2 receptor. There are several articles

available on this subject. Here is one from a Dr. Levy. orthomolecular.org/.../v17n15.shtml   I think it is prudent to have a supply of

ivermectin on hand.
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Thanks, stoneharbor, a dramatic link for parents and children. One more reason not to vaccinate children. To vaccinate children is

to promote diseases in the future, to make them slaves of continuous medical care for the beneet of multinational pharmaceutical

companies, it is to make successive generations sick people from multiple pathologies. Cancers, autism, multiple pathologies are

being detected since childhood. It is dramatic to see children in hospitals undergoing chemotherapy and radiation therapy.

Children are the social group that is likely to be most punished by all the measures imposed by this false pandemic. The moral and

physical damage of submitting to fear and restrictive policies, such as masks, conenement, etc., have not only harmed their

mental and physical development, but also the parents. Vaccines in children and pregnant women represent a real tragedy.

Children's Health Defense (CHD) called on health agencies to immediately stop administering COVID-19 vaccines to minors, either

in clinical trials or under authorization for emergency use. With a 99.997% recovery rate, children are not at great risk of serious

health consequences from COVID-19 infections, but they are at signiecant risk of adverse effects from the vaccine.
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Thanks, Gui.  Yes, absolutely stupid to inoculate children with such dangerous material when they are virtually safe from a virus

anyway.  I will add to my original post that, the second link to the doctor Levy white paper is valuable to keep on hand as it is a

fairly thorough protocol on how to combat the threat from the spike protein, including not just a recommendation for Ivermectin

but also of course for vitamin C, and dr. Levy's own work on the value of hydrogen peroxide.
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Guillermou
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Yes, that's the way: a healthy immune system, a healthy diet for a well-populated intestine. Even good doctors say no to

vaccination in children:  Citing well-documented damage and a lack of long-term safety evidence, America's front-line physicians

eled a motion in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Alabama requesting a temporary restraining order against

Authorization for the emergency use of COVID vaccines in adolescents and children under sixteen.  America's Frontline Doctors

founder, Dr. Simone Gold, discussed the reasons for eling the motion: “This is an experimental biological agent whose damage is

well documented (although suppressed and censored) and growing rapidly, and we will not support the use of American children

as guinea pigs" americasfrontlinedoctors.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Doc-10-Origina..  and

americasfrontlinedoctors.org/.../simonegold
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Stoneharbor...The Levy/Saul/Orthomolecular link is quite valuable...  orthomolecular.org/.../v17n15.shtml . Dr. Levy is a "Redox

Guy" and has listed the many ways to counter the highly positive charged spike protein (maybe add NAC/ proteolytic enzymes). All

molecules are either attracted or repelled depending on electrostatic charge, so disrupting attachment or simply oxidizing spike

proteins works.  Improving systemic charge terrain is key...Improve metabolic e-electron/ATP production, Jood system with

antioxidants like Mega C, maximize O2 levels/HBOT/electrolyte minerals or oxidize with Mega C/ H2O2/ iodine/ ozone/ MMS

chlorite/ etc... REDOX.

Furthermore..Appropriate DNA expression is regulated by our physical, MENTAL and charge environment (Lipton) and can

obviously be crippled by constant media fear threats accompanied by spooky music...Actual doctors understand psychological

stress just as propagandists use its crippling effects...Making it obvious that Fauci, govt mandates and complicit members of the

pharmonopoly are playing us...and obvious in their creation of a bioweapon...and obvious in their censorship of relevant

therapeutics! You never saw Levy/Saul/Mercola on any (CIA) network presentation..and never will. We are in the midst of a

stealthy soft-kill-cripple WAR..and casualties will only rise until truth reaches a critical mass, rulers overthrown.
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Yes, Forbidden, thanks for pointing out that it's all about redox. Dr. Levy has a website where he has a very thorough discussion on

the use of hydrogen peroxide to combat the virus via H2O2 nebulization:

www.peakenergy.com/articles/omns20200821/Curing-Viruses-with-Hydrogen-..
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dude01
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Thanks Stone, those are two amazing links. Will deenitely be passing them on. Hope your garden is doing well!
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This doctor wrote directly to the FDA in Dec. 2020 with concerns that the shots could cause MIS:

www.regulations.gov/.../FDA-2020-N-1898-0246
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I just found this report posted today from Louisiana on MIS-C. Thanks for the heads-up!

www.klfy.com/louisiana/mis-c-deaths-in-louisiana-make-up-20-of-those-i..
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Stone, I have been under attack from spike proteins for 3 weeks now. Didn't take the kill shot, but shedding is a little-talked about

problem. I got too close to somebody. My pulse has been racing at 130-ish and nothing I do works. Hitting it hard with all kinds of

supplements, not going to mega-C ascorbate and liposomal C based on levy. Have my affairs in order. Staying away from medikill

establishment. One friend in ICU for 3 weeks now, all they are doing is running up the bill. He dn't take the shot. Friend said friend's

dad died 4 days after symptoms, no shot. So the unvaxxed are not safe at all.
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anmael
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Murderers are imprisoned, but proteins are not? The medium that contains them must be repressed in its circulation, not the

circulation of its victims. It's simple ...: the judges must be interested in answering this question
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Stone, didn't see the typo. Hitting C-ascorbate orally hard now, not not, lol. Plan to ramp up to 20g/day. Just ordered another 5 lbs if

I last long enough. Thanks.
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Aallun... Sorry to hear you're in such an ugly eght with this virus. I sent you a direct message about high dose ascorbate. It's very

exciting what ascorbate can do when it gets absorbed from the stomach within 2 minutes getting into your circulation. Edit: Oh, I

see your clariecation msg now. Glad you are Not avoiding the ascorbate! I assume you are using zinc,  quercetin and vitamin D and

magnesium also.  Here's the link I sent in case others are interested:

www.townsendletter.com/article/online-covid-19-ards-cell-free-hemoglob..
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Stoneharbor I do see what you mean that the identity passports can be used as an advantage for those who desire to keep

distance from poked people. Unfortunately the poked do not wear these passports on their sleeves, though it may come to that.

I’ve noticed that lots of poked people readily announce, “I’m vaccinated!” I detect a rather giddy air to the announcement, perhaps

because they have “made the grade” and are are now part of the group who have ascended to the “preferred level.” This level is

highly valued and considered an honor. After all, these are the people who are unseleshly doing a service for the salvation of

humanity.  A special designation on the vaxxed forehead might look like a golden happy face ensconced with angel wings.
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I'm on board with what you are saying.
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A popular placard at recent U.K. protest marches: Are the vaccines effective? YES. Then vaccine passports are pointless. Are the

vaccines effective? NO. Then vaccine passports are pointless. Perhaps we should all remind the sheople of Benjamin Franklin: “Those

who would give up essential Liberty, to purchase a little temporary Safety, deserve neither Liberty nor Safety and are bound to lose both”.
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Wanting this page to deny the harassment that the pretense of vaccinating children means, it ends by describing in detail the

gradual nature of the deception to force vaccination anyway. www.snopes.com/fact-check/australia-forced-vaccination-stadium/
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How to defeat vaccine passports: Whether you are vaccinated or unvaccinated, Boycott All Businesses that require vaccine passports. By

doing this, the people of Moscow defeated their city's vaccine passport requirement in just 3 weeks.
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Tina, I've made that a pledge since I erst heard about places in my area that require proof of a vaccination in order to enter.  Even if

those places eventually lift that requirement, they're not going to be seeing any of my money. Dr Mercola encouraged that concept

long before the corona insanity.
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I so agree with you, "We The People" must set THE PRECEDENT, of what we will tolerate and what we" WILL NOT" tolerate. The

voices of "We The People, For The People, By The People, NO LONGER RING LOUD AND CLEAR.  I believe due to, so many

immigrants coming into, allowed to enter the country and become citizens, grateful JUST to be here can and do accept anything,

that is perpetuated LOUDLY BY GOVERNMENT.....
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This would in-fact send a gigantic message who runs The Country, "For The People, By The People, Of The People". It would take

unity and that is the part that becomes tricky....  There are those that do not like what is happening, however, sit on the couch and

talk about things all day and DO NOTHING TO CHANGE THINGS!!!!!!!
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Another sublime article from the leader of true science. One thought comes to mind about the “end game” - or one of them. Medically

speaking (I am medically trained as a veterinarian) seeing what happened with Mareks disease in poultry - giving a non-sterilising

medical treatment (the cv jab) that isn’t a sterilising vaccine like we expect and know them to be, if classieed as vaccines (another lie and

misnomer), is that the end game of global mass vaccination during a pandemic, clearly more pathogenic strains are produced and

circulated all over the world by the “vaccinated” super spreaders (turning the name calling back on them) as this group are now “allowed”

to travel, so the big question for us unvaccinated is this, as I see it:

Is it part of the plan to “get to us dissenting unvaccinated”, that the “natural” bio-weapon against those of us who refuse the injection

(that is claimed to lessen the lethality of contracting all strains, also those coming more pathogenic strains) will be the more virulent new

pathogenic strains, created BY the vaccinated, who themselves won’t succumb due to the jabs/treatments they have had but we didn’t?

THAT is the big question I am now toiling with. Is this the way the evil forces have planned (as we know this is meticulously planned for

decades) to get as many on earth eradicated? Vaxxed or not.

By making the mass vaccination program during a pandemic (as warned about from top scientist and whistle-blower Geert Van Der

Bossche) with a non-sterilising “vaccine”, will this promote far more virulent also unnatural strains of this original manipulated virus, that

already contains fragments of bio-engineered immune-suppressing HIV/XMRV etc sequences, thus creating synthetically mutated, far

more virulent strains of this bio-weapon TARGETING THOSE WHO ARE NOT JABBED and thus we are exposed to a far more pathogenic

strain than our immune system have innate or primed immunity to and thus is potentially far more lethal to  us?
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Yes, all measures seem aimed at ensuring that the virus continues to live in all people, vaccinated and not vaccinated, but truly

those who are spreading the new strains are the vaccinated. The objective, all the freedoms for the vaccinated to eliminate the

new strains and force the unvaccinated to inject themselves with the most deadly biological weapon in history. Yes, Bossche,

despite the fact that in his history he does not appear as an enemy of vaccines, he says that a mass vaccination campaign in the

middle of a pandemic, with vaccines that do not prevent transmission, is disastrous at an individual and global level: “We are going

to pay a huge price for this. And I get excited because I think of my children, of the younger generation. I mean, what we are doing

is simply impossible. We don't understand the pandemic. "

In an open letter to the World Health Organization (WHO), Bossche wrote that "we are currently converting the vaccinated into

carriers that eliminate infectious variants." https://youtu.be/ZJZxiNxYLpc  Vaccines get mutated viruses and do not prevent

contagion, it is natural immunity that will stop this virus. The need to vaccinate is a big lie, it's just a way of making the rest of us

unvaccinated create a pandemic of killer variants. Given how long humans have been on earth, common sense tells us that nature

is unlikely to invent some killer virus to wipe us out. The creation of this virus in a Wuhan laboratory provides true science. a more

solid reason to believe that a genetically modieed SARS-CoV-2 is a threat to humanity not because of its virulence but because of

all the serious effects and deaths that are happening and that will be potentiated in the future. dominance of minds and transfer of

power to the big monopolies. In this regard, today's second report by Dr. Mercola.
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Guillermou, had the same conversation again last night where I accidentally said, “And you don’t think the variants are coming from

the vaccinated population? I was told, “That’s not the way science works.” I’m so tired of this argument.  Is there a way to shut it

down quickly with one line?  If there is, I can’t think of it fast enough :( I have the info on why this is not a pandemic of the

unvaccinated, but those words have been thrown around over the last week or so, so I know the news is spewing it to the gen pop.

 I just laugh because my world doesn’t involve the news, so I have to gather data from real life.  

Six in my world have had covid over the last 2 weeks.  That’s A LOT, and it’s a erst since the pandemic began.  My erst thought - it’s

because of vaccinations.  4 out of the six have recovered naturally, even the woman who got pneumonia with it.  Two are still

eghting (both are 8 and 9 days in) … One, her husband tested negative, he’s been at her side the whole time.  Hers looks like

meningitis to me, not covid, or she has both - but the doctors aren’t looking for anything more.  THAT’S A PROBLEM.  If you’ve been

down with a migraine for even three days, you want to die.  She’s had it for 9 days. Anyways - are we done with this time in history

yet?  I need it to be done so we can get back to ending a cure for all cancers, a virus shouldn’t be that hard to get rid of, unless you

have a Fauci at the helm.
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Another “scary” thought about pop redux, is that those who have not complied, are the type they really want to eliminate,

RESISTER’S. And with my skeptical mind set, I would be doubly scared of what they want to inject. I’ll stick to my scientiecally

proven baking soda. Over the years I have asked the question many times and one individual posed a reply that answered it and

showed an answer that points to the poop humanity is currently in. “Why were the human experimenter’s in Germany so valuable

and sought after to bring here?” Maybe we can all get jobs building pyramids to mars if Moses doesn’t return.
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Yes, lovestosing6, unfortunately those who lead the Great Reset have no intention of stopping this vicious circle of vaccinated and

new strains. The appearance of Delta and Lambda is the rationale for a third booster shot. As Dr. Mercola reported, Rockefeller

University researchers note that a third dose may increase the amount of antibodies, but the reality is that it will not improve their

ability to neutralize viruses.

In an article by Dr. Mercola: “In a report of July 30, 2021, Sharyl Attkisson cited data from the United States Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention showing that 74% of COVID- 19 in Barnstable County, Massachusetts, between July 6 and 25, 2021, and

80% of hospitalizations were from vaccinated people. "The report contradicts multiple false reports that the vaccines are" 100%

effective "in preventing hospitalization."

Israel now recommends a third booster shot for people over 60, as data shows that Pezer's vaccine is only 39% effective (relative

to risk reduction) against the Delta variant, down from 64% of effectiveness compared two weeks earlier.

www.cdc.gov/.../mm7031e2.htm  and sharylattkisson.com/2021/07/read-cdc-74-who-got-covid-19-in-a-recent-a..
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Guillermo... This is also true in our area.  Local hospital employees ask why the media is telling lies. They say that, while only 30%

of our population has been fully vaxed, 80% of those hospitalized for covid are fully-vaxinated. These numbers alone indicate how

highly ineffective the vaxine is.  It would appear that your risk of being hospitalized is much lower if you are unvaxed.
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Almond, your comment has a very big echo in our area. Big drive to make healthcare, hospital & nursing home workers take a jab.

Many have expressed, screw you in no uncertain terms. They will quit or end a new line of work.
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I expect that the most frequently asked question from now on, will be "Are you fully vaccinated"?  As far as "lessening the symptoms"

goes, how do we even know that is the case? Because the vaccine manufacturers say so? It seems like a safe enough position for them.

Since it's EXTREMELY unlikely that anyone is going to "catch covid"; people will have "no symptoms" and the manufacturers can say (as

always): "See; it's working!".  "In this way, the COVID shots can fuel a never-ending chain of outbreaks." That sounds like standard M.O. to

me. What better way to keep this fraud going? The question is; will these future "outbreaks" actually be a threat - or simply a way to keep

the masses is a state of perpetual fear?!
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Randyfast, that job is done. The lemmings are already terrieed and marching to the cliff's edge. The monsters don't need to work at

it. They will, I am sure, use their propaganda powers in another way - around October I think. This will be The Great Push. However,

we really should stop focusing on their agenda, reacting to whatever madness they dream up next and focus on how to stop it. We

cannot effectively do that if all we do is discuss their agenda. There are military minds out there who know how to plan and

implement campaigns. That's what we need working for us. Not more gossip, sage words or comment. PLANS are what we need.

So, anyone...?
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Randy -  they'll forever perpetuate whatever new lies are needed in order to keep the narrative of getting the "safe and effective"

vaccine into everybody. I don't pay too much attention to numbers and stats, because I know that can all be rigged in favor of their

agenda.

Watsonandco - in regard to your coming up with plans to stop this, I think one important thing that all of the aware ones must do at

this point is to keep spreading the message, and talking to people. I do this often. I'm starting to hear people say I've had both of

these shots or the J&J, but I'm not getting the booster. It makes me feel good to hear that.  Many of those who tell me they're not

going back for more have gotten sick, lost their sense of smell and taste, suffered extreme diarrhea for weeks. Others have had

spouses and  loved ones die.  So we must keep getting the word out!
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Yes Randy, the purpose of continuing to vaccinate against covid and Ju every year. The next covid Ju joint mRNA vaccine. The

purpose of selling vaccines and drugs for the proet of the tyrants who rule this planet at their will and whim.
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Thanks for the replies. You all know that the Ju shot is transitioning to mRNA - right? We can expect much more death and

destruction!  www.clinicaltrialsarena.com/.../mrna-Ju-vaccines
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I think the penny will begin to drop for the “vaccinated” when they realise that their passports will be null and void if they do not

keep taking the boosters or updates for variants, possibly 3 or 4 jabs annually; cash cows for big pharma indeed. At the moment,

they can’t see beyond their noses since they think that being double-jabbed is the end of it, having traded in their innate immune

system for an inferior synthetic one.
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Those who have followed Doc long time can see he just keeps hitting it out of the park time & again. Those who have followed the Legacy

Media, tapped into old school day networks tied to the authorities, those captured and cornered by the maintain the disease but dampen

the symptoms are confused by those entities whether they realize it or not. There is a lack of awareness as to how liability free vaccine's

or, Big Pharma are, no idea there is a vaccine court or how the original intent of this court has been perverted, how just regular vaccines

do not work as advertised, how many regular vaccines call for boosters now, how the list of those not working keeps growing, how the jab

in Legacy Media is promoted as though it is all just one formula when there are multiple.

So far Doc has been on the money, it will take a lot of effort to make sure when he is proved right again that this can be turned around so

as to  expand our Birthright to Actual Health, Freedom, & Independence, while keeping in balance our Obligations & Responsibilities to

keep what Freedom & Independence we have left & to expand it. The best solutions start in our homes & locally just practicing what we

know creates Real Health & Real Wealth.
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Yes, Just, we are left with the resource of true science, defended by Dr. Mercola and many scientists who are assuming a role in

the eght against injustices, We are left with the resource of the trenches, defending the truth among the people who are willing to

open your eyes to so much evil. We will defend our rights as defenders of natural health, not to be punctured with dangerous and

highly experimental vaccines against our will. Yes, the control is total by Two companies, Vanguard and BlackRock, as the second

report of Dr. Mercola points out, including all the fake news, the propaganda of the CDC and all the governmental institutions. They

get the obedience of the Jock, of the hypnotized masses, including the hitleresque propaganda of the CDC.

These companies sell slavery, they sell toxic vaccines that lead to genocide. They control the top positions that are revolving

doors, between the executives of the company and the heads of the FDA, CDC, the total control of vaccines. Everything that has

been shown to be dangerous, from wearing masks all day, social distancing, vaccination with blood clotting mRNA experiments

and shortened life expectancy, it has all been "in the name of the public health". The truth is this: a long list of scandals reJect the

truth about Big Pharmala and the CDC: www.globaljustice.org.uk/sites/default/eles/eles/resources/pharma_co..  and

www.truthwiki.org/cdc-centers-for-disease-control-and-prevention/
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justSteve the “powers that be” will never allow a control group to be identieed as the essential part of the equation. Where is there

an ongoing study of the effectiveness and safety of this gene therapy when no one is asking the important questions? What

medical or scientiec institution cares to ask if a person has recovered from COVID? Are the vaxxed dying? How many, what

comorbidities, what ages are the patients and what kind of supportive or curative care given? Natural antibodies? Pshaw! This

experiment is a done deal. It’s shoddy. The best we can call it is a new religion, worldwide and hallelujah. Long live the new savior:

Sanctioned science. The old science is dead. We are a new people called to this higher power.
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I passed a guy on his phone, saying "if the pub is not closed because of this coronavirus nonsense" So they don't all buy it.
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bilw1122, Where I live (Plymouth, UK) quite a number of store checkout people have given up wearing masks. They say they were

getting rashes, sore pimples and the snixes all day.
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And doesn’t alcohol kill viruses too?  :))
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Yes, lovestosing6.  The French paradox has great support in the assessment of the importance of the alcohol industry in many

wine-producing countries that have used wine and beer as a synonym and inherent part of the Mediterranean diet. In the Western

collective imagination, the belief persists that a glass of wine or beer a day is beneecial, and it is no surprise that many think so.

Keep in mind that we have been machine-gunned with constant claims about the supposed beneets of moderate alcohol

consumption since the beginning of the 20th century. On the other hand, these claims were almost always more rooted in tradition

and weak studies than rigorous science. It is, to a certain extent, logical that many people (including doctors or journalists) have

accepted this speech as true. Joseph Goebbels, minister in charge of Nazi propaganda, said that "A lie repeated a thousand times

becomes the truth." If, in addition, there is a supposedly scientiec backing, it is not even necessary to repeat the lie so many times.

THE LANCET: ALCOHOL IS ASSOCIATED WITH 2.8 MILLION DEATHS EVERY YEAR WORLDWIDE. Globally, alcohol use was the

seventh leading risk factor for premature death and disease in 2016, accounting for 2.2% of deaths in women and 6.8% of deaths

in men. However, in people aged 15 to 49, alcohol was the main risk factor in 2016, with 3.8% of deaths in women and 12.2% of

deaths in men attributable to alcohol. britishlivertrust.org.uk/the-lancet-alcohol-associated-2-8-million-dea..
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Create the problem - offer the solution. The sheep in their hysteria think the only way to make the world safe is to have a vaccine

passport.   The virus is phony, so is the jab, so that means the vaccine passport is phony too. All of it is phony but they'll never see that

because of hysteria.  It's like they got your mind on qwack.  Quackery that is.
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Astrocomical, And I've just been protected from a thoughtcrime. Trying to buy a DVD copy of 'Vaxxed' after watching Vaxxed II,

Paypal has decided to save me from myself and block the payment.  The hysteria is clearly not ours   :-)
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It seems increasingly evident that those who have chosen to hold off on getting the vaccine until more is known or for a variety of

personal reasons choose to reject the vaccine all together should also have the right to be protected from those who have chosen to be

vaccinated. The leaky-vaccine phenomenon occurring within the vaccinated population is a kin to second-hand smoke. Just because

someone chooses to be vaccinated or smoke does not give them the right to endanger those who choose not to smoke or be jabbed.

Perhaps those who have been vaccinated should be the ones required to wear a mask or carry papers showing they have been vaccinated

thereby prohibiting them from entering public places.   Adam H.
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Better late than never Joe.  But given your huge audience it's good to hear you enally talking about some of the things that have been

discussed in this forum for over year now.  Welcome to the heterodoxy.  Now you should get some of those who have been witnessing on

a daily bases the death and injury caused by the jabs - nurses - many of whom are now facing mandatory jabs.  No wonder they're the

spear point of the vaccine protest movement.  secularheretic.substack.com/p/to-nursing-students-and-health-care
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Yes, Krofter. we need the heterodoxy of the great scientists who defend true science. Scientists who question the dominant

paradigms that are built by elites based on a domain that only seek their beneet. It is the historical tradition of the billionaire

families who run Davos and the new world order, through the control of the world's enancial systems, the absorption of all

monopolies and companies and ultimately all private property. The tyranny imposed on the world creating this "pandemic" and

developing the draconian measures, which have constituted the ideal scenario to give the enal coup de grace to the world

economy. As illnesses and deaths continue to grow and life expectancy is compromised in the future as these undesirables

continue to line their pockets. The truth-loving people will continue to eght in the trenches defending freedom. In your excellent

link: “Thankfully, more and more people are waking up to the fact that these government endorsed corporate, medical

entanglements are purely proet motivated and have nothing to do with the art of practicing medicine“. That is a great hope.

While all Americans are being aggressively pressured to be hit at "extreme speed." Tens of millions of people have lost their jobs,

thousands have committed suicide, and all that is being done is continuing to poison people. Regaining freedom has been the

name of the game for quite some time, and the process has reached a fever pitch when desperate Americans agree to destroy

their bodies in exchange for a little "new normal." What is the result, a new step to the loss of freedoms and thousands of injured by

vaccines. Terrible future imposed by the therania. TENS OF THOUSANDS OF COVID-19 VACCINE INJURED FIGHT CENSORSHIP TO

BRING THEIR STORIES TO THE PUBLIC. healthimpactnews.com/2021/tens-of-thousands-of-covid-19-vaccine-injure..  (July 29,

2021)
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Heterodoxy. Good point.  It is an occasion to recover the original ignorance.  Descend to the original monkey? ... Well, use whatever

words you like: it's the same. Reset?.. Sure: roll the dice again. No more sacred cows - they have spawned monsters. Thoroughly

clean your wardrobe and pantry. because there is a move. We're leaving, to start over. Maybe we will learn something new / old.

Yes, I think so, a little more, at least, this time. (The original link is in Spanish: touch translate, this time if you do not have the

original in your language) seryactuar.eles.wordpress.com/2021/08/no-hay-escapatoria.-haz-una-ele..  

"...¿te has dado cuenta de que toda esta resistencia ya se ha hecho en muchos países, y nadie ha tenido un verdadero éxito? El

despliegue del plan para el ‘nuevo mundo’ continúa sin ser molestado. Te guste o no, va a suceder, y no olvides que la razón por la

que ni siquiera es ‘ilegal’ es algo que todos suscribimos: la democracia. Este nuevo sistema de sociedad se aplicará sobre una

base democrática. En una democracia, la mayoría decide por todos"
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The old line that a snake oil salesman might use when one complains that the cough and cold medicine didn’t work because the cough

and cold came back, “ Yes, the cough and cold may have come back, but it won’t last as long as it would have, had you not taken the

tonic”, is being sucked up by so many. I saw this happen with a friend who had a case of the shingles. His doctor recommended that he

get the shingles vaccine after the initial outbreak. Sure enough, the shingles came back shortly after the shingles vaccination. He

complained to the doctor. The good old doc gave him the snake oil pitch I just described. My (naive) friend accepted the word of his

doctor, and all was good for a couple of years. Now the shingles came back a third time. He’s now scratching his head in wonder. He’s one

of those individuals who believes the doctor’s word is above all else. He has a very stubborn personality that drains me when I try to get

him to see the light. So I’m just staying clear of any suggestions, unless he comes to me asking for suggestions.

The point here is that the snake oil pitch in relation to the “so called” vaccines is blatantly being sold by the CDC and Big Pharma. Just

like there are naive individuals who believe every word their doctor says, there are doctors who believe every word that the CDC and their

pharmaceutical reps have to say. And who is the big funder of the CDC ? Bill Gates, the one who is telling us he has a plan to reduce the

population of a world that he feels is overcrowded. He has publicly stated that vaccines will help reduce  the population in this

overcrowded world. Amen!
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“The banana in my ear is keeping the tigers away” - Bert and Ernie
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Dude an excellent comment. The snake will never reach you because your knowledge is based on true science. Vaccines are a

registry system to distinguish between vaccinated and unvaccinated and what seems certain will be used to further whatever

nefarious aims the Great Reset handlers have envisioned in their way of enslaving people. in turning them into transhumans.

Sociopaths CDC / NIH / WHO / Gates / government, Rockefeller, Fauci, etc., are orchestrating this disaster by adopting draconian

interventions such as certiecates of immunity, forced vaccination, which torpedo our sovereign rights and ultimately declaring war

against life. All measures seem aimed at ensuring that the virus continues to live in all people, vaccinated and unvaccinated, but

truly those who are spreading the new strains are the vaccinated. The objective, all the freedoms for the vaccinated to eliminate

the new strains and force the unvaccinated to inject themselves with the most deadly biological weapon in history. What you want

to achieve is to hypnotize the human mind and the result is that many people trust the rulers and their doctor. The result is this:

TENS OF THOUSANDS OF COVID-19 VACCINE INJURED FIGHT CENSORSHIP TO BRING THEIR STORIES TO THE PUBLIC.

healthimpactnews.com/2021/tens-of-thousands-of-covid-19-vaccine-injure..  (July 29, 2021)
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I got an email with  great responses to any restaurant employee asking for vax id/card.   1. Greeter/seater:  When asked by your

greeter/seater for the vax card, ask...who will be my server?   2. Greeter/seater:  Bob will be serving you.   3. YOU:  I will need to see Bob's

vax card, please. Also, I will need to see proof that Bob is NOT a carrier of HIV, hepatitis A or B and any communicable diseases.  I will

also need to see the same proof for ALL kitchen staff. We also prefer NOT to be served by anyone who uses recreational drugs i.e.

marijuana, meth, fentanyl, etc.  And if you could provide us with Bob's most recent sex screen, that would be great.  Matter of fact, we will

need to see ALL of your employee's medical histories.   5. Greeter/seater:  I will get the manager.   6. YOU:  Great...and be sure they can

show us their vax card and medical histories. ... STILL NOT SERVED?  Big deal...restaurants need you, surely you don't need them.  We all

need to eght to preserve our freedoms!
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Love it!!
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It makes my blood boil when I hear the media & our government-a_liated institutions talk about "break-through" cases of covid (among

the "vaccinated).  Calling them break-through cases would be appropriate if these injections were intended to keep one from contracting

covid.  However, they were not.  They are only intended to lessen symptoms, should one become infected.  They neither confer immunity

or stop transmission.  Like everything else, they either out-right lie, omit factual information, or distort the truth.
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what they do do though is make a lot of corrupt individuals very very wealthy...
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Truthisfree
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Nothing surprises me these day PERIOD!!!!!!
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Normally I don't post that often, but seeing that the coercion/ craziness has now reached my family,  I feel the need to tell you all what my

son has to contend with. He lives in Manhattan.  We live in Switzerland but we all have American citizenship. From the beginning of this

nightmare we call Covid19, I knew something was amiss, so I dug deep into the literature...being brought up in a medical family helped a

lot and I have alway been curious...the more I read, the more of a sceptic I became...especially towards the main narrative. Now, as of

yesterday, my son has to deal with the draconian measures now taking place in New York.

My son works in a restaurant and was assumed by his boss to be vaccinated...but many are not. My son has today decided to forge a

vaccination certiecate and I am endorsing his actions for sure....he found it on the internet and has it already egured out. He sent it to me

this afternoon via Whatsapp and I really had the scare of my life as  I thought he had done it.. . talk about a small heart attack! This is

what this total mess has come to but I am so proud of my son for standing up, and ending a way to outsmart them. He is conedent things

will work out as his boss is pretty chill and thinks this is all so crazy anyway. ..let's hope so! I am crossing my engers it will work, and he is

not the only one..he has several friends all doing the same thing! Kudos to all those brave souls not putting up with this insanity and

eghting back any way they can.
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Although, I have no issues of people trying to beat the system in this case of pure totalitarian intentions we all know this will be

nipped in the bud quickly with high tech rollout of chipped cards etc, by the puppeteers pulling the strings on this fraud on the

people.
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I am happy for Gershon, as well. When you live in a crazy WORLD, you have to end ways to get around in it!!!!!!!!  GOOD FOR HIM!!!!!
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@Eileenruth, I have friends who also live in Switzerland and are currently in the U.S. visiting, have no idea of their injections "status"

as I have not seen them yet but I am curious as to the situation in Suisse, e.g. are un-injected people being pressured, shamed and

coerced like here in the states.  By the way, please note:  with just a few strokes of a ubiquitous search engine, I was able to end

and identify your son. Although posts are only up for 48 hours, you might want to consider removing his erst name and some other

identifying characteristics to protect his privacy in these unprecedented times.  Best of luck and thank you for your post.
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edit out
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Good on him, but I hope you're using assumed names or edit the post accordingly.
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So good to see Joe Rogan use his podcast to try and open peoples eyes via common sense.  We're getting closer to dictatorship...and

want to prevent serious disease just lose weight and get healthy!  Love it
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Recently in our town, the audience for a school board meeting was divided into two sections: Vaccinated and Unvaccinated. My son was

the only person in the Unvaccinated section. A month later, he traveled to Florida, and in a gathering of fully vaccinated individuals, he

caught Covid and brought it back to me. He had a fever for about a week, while I had some minor symptoms. What's interesting is that he

recovered faster than I did, but if I had never heard of Covid, I would have thought I had a mild seasonal allergy. Now, however, we both

have this wonderful natural immunity, but no one will recognize it. As soon as I tested positive, I got out all my supplements, and now I

feel terriec. What I no longer have is that fear of infection every time I pass someone in a store.
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It is good that you expose the absurdity of vaccine passports given the transmission vectors for vaccinated and unvaccinated do not

differ.  Not to mention the massive infringement on individual rights.  However, your parroting of the quasi-marxist dogma that vaccine

passports are racist becuase fewer blacks, Hispanics, etc., get the vaccine only gives credence to the absurd notion that inequality of

outcome in anything is discrimination.  The worst part is your numbers don't even support the assertion: You wrote "As of August 2, 2021,
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Centers for Disease Control and Prevention data showed 59% of Americans who had received at least one COVID injection were

Caucasian, 16% were Hispanic, 10% Black, 6% Asian and only 1% were Native American or Alaska Native". What you fail the take into

account, (but can be seen in the graph) is that caucasians make up 61% of the population, Hispanics 17%, blacks 12%, and Asians 6%.

 Thus, the vaccine counts closely track the racial make-up of the population.  How this gross error in statistics was made by you is a

wonder to me.
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I immediately noticed the error.  Clean this kind of stuff up, as it erodes credibility and detracts from a valid arguement.
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chantalsalzmanngmail.com
Joined On 7/5/2021 12:27:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A thanks to those who responded to my question yesterday as to how to get the spike protein out of the bodies of those who took the

inoc. THANK YOU. Very helpful.
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4gr8kids
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Could you tell us what the answer is, or link to the answer? Thanks.
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sophie124
Joined On 1/8/2010 1:30:22 PM
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Please post the info you received? Thanks,
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These were the suggestions:  1) Intermittent fasting or time restricted eating.   2) NAC between meals to promote glutathione;

 astaxanthin;  pine needle tea.   3) For further information the following links were provided:

magainstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Dr-Ardis-C-19-Prevention-..  ~

rightsfreedoms.wordpress.com/2021/05/15/how-to-guard-against-the-spike..  ~ www.bitchute.com/.../pEPrVlOOOt2c  

Suggest also proteolytic enzymes on an empty stomach. They work by breaking down proteins that may provoke inJammation,

remove them from the blood stream /lymphatic system and remove ebrin that may prolong inJammation. Contra-indications - on

blood thinners or antibiotics; suffering stomach ulcer; pregnancy or breastfeeding; sensitivity to papaya and pineapple. This was

one mercola article on enzymes but I daresay it is no longer available.  I can send  privately if required.

articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2018/03/05/proteolytic-enz..
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os00
Joined On 8/18/2010 3:11:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wanted to mention Dr Mikovits says she has never recommended pine needle tea fyi. Saw her say it on video while back.

Naturalnews used to peddle this and stopped also.  Suramin is something Dr Mikovits recommended but not easily accessible...

The FLCCC protocol is safe bet. Maybe add NAC and quercetin.... but pine needle has little data supporting it.
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pnemenz
Joined On 4/13/2009 2:26:15 PM
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I've been following Dr M for at least 20 years now.  I don't usually post comments on his site but read everything you are commenting on.

 Am glad Joe is stating some of these things on air that we have known about for some  time now except a few of his comments

bothered me a bit.  One being doctors are afraid to say these facts on the air-WRONG  - the problem is that they CAN'T because they are

blocked, censored or get shutdown on most news and media sites. Another is  that the majority of people not getting the jab are black,

Hispanic, etc.  I don't believe that to be true either.  For me personally,  I followed CDC rules at very beginning of this pandemic but it

wasn't long when I felt something wasn't right here.  

A gut feeling and when they came out with this experimental shot.  I immediately knew there was no way I was going to get this.

 Unfortunately, where I live, the majority of people I know,  including all my family have all gotten them.  going online and reading all of

your comments and following the doctors, certain websites I've followed for years, researching everyday about what's really going on, you

all have kept me sane!!!   So thank you..  I so wish I had some close friends here- even 1 family member,  that feel the way I and you all do

about what is happening.  they don't believe any of it..  So even though you don't see comments from me often-  I am here every night

reading, researching and hope and pray we win this battle-  I am a strong person but feel very alone right now...
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Things, the world, is out of control rumble.com/vlf012-powerful-the-narrative-is-crumbling.-resist-covid-19..
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moineau
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Great summary, thank you!
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM
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We Do Not Consent. Spread this video far and wide. www.zerohedge.com/markets/we-do-not-consent-san-diego-resident-goes-vi..
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Do you hear what Joe is saying?  The people sending him information are AFRAID and so he is reading the information they are providing!

 This is total BS!  IT'S A TOTAL OVER REACH BY GOVERNMENT.  STOP IT!
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hvhy.org
Joined On 6/3/2012 1:28:28 PM
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Search the web for “Are You Lied To About The Bible” to learn more about what's really going on in the world. Mrs Vandana Shiva is

correct but it's even better than that. We are dealing with kenites who are sons of Cain the erst murderer the son by the devil and Eve from

the Garden of Eden in the beginning of the current world age. Check out Revelation 9 and Revelation 18 where sorceries is the word

pharmakeia in the Greek Bible. We are living in the end of this world age but it's nothing to be afraid of. God is in control and He's just

working on sifting out the bad people and we see it. Don't we.

Proverbs 1:14 Cast in thy lot among us; let us all have one purse:   (one purse meaning the one world order....read the whole chapter.) ~

Hebrews 10:12 But this man, after he had offered one sacriece for sins for ever, sat down on the right hand of God; 13 From henceforth

expecting till his enemies be made his footstool. 14 For by one offering he hath perfected for ever them that are sanctieed. ... Meaning

it's we, who believe in Him, who are supposed to make His enemies His footstool. So let's go to work. Dr Mercola is doing his best and a

great job at it.
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Raythe4th
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So that’s how far we’ve fallen. To have to turn to Spotify and listen to Joe Rogan, in order to hear a truthful conversation about something

that’s affecting everyone. I don’t think anyone realized just how important a free and independent media was, until it almost no longer

exists. Organized religion has all been a huge disappointment as well. I suppose we can thank the Jesuits for doing such a wonderful job

at ineltrating all of the Protestant churches here in America. I can’t even drive by any of them without seeing obelisks and pagan symbols

all over their buildings. Makes me sick...anyway back to the point at hand...

I disagree with Joe Rogan’s statement about people being stupid that support Tyranny. Many are indeed, but the vast majority of them are

going along with this because they are evil, and there are cowards as well. Reminds me of this verse: Revelation 21:8 “But the fearful, and

unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the

lake which burneth with ere and brimstone: which is the second death.”

This verse covers everyone who is going along with this agenda. Those who are doing it out of fear are cowards, those who are purposely

lying to the public are obviously liars, the sorcerers here is (Strongs G5332) which represents doctors pushing pharmaceuticals - which

the Bible calls sorcery/witchcraft. That’s what this vaccine is!!! The idolaters are people guilty of worshipping false Gods, it also can be

anyone, even so called Christians who partake in the worship or festivities of the heathen. No follower of Jesus should be injecting

ANYTHING into their body that contains poison and aborted babies. The abominable means to deele, pollute, which is exactly what

people are doing to their bodies when they inject these ABOMINABLE things inside of themselves. Ultimately everyone is without excuse.

We’ve been forewarned, but few are listening to the Word of God
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altierokgmail.com
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Correct. You might be interested in what one of the most holy people an orthodox monk living on Mount Athos Greece has said

about the V 'the little devil"  It is on gregory decapolite u tube channel.
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TheodoraBruin
Joined On 8/9/2021 8:47:40 AM
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How do people even know if they still have vaccination immunity? The same people being allowed into restaurants, gyms, etc. are

spreading the virus...almost funny! Absurd!!!  Do you have to check your immunity every day?
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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What is happening in medicine in America is only a microcosm of what is happening to our entire lives globally. There is no place to run to

and no place to hide.  When your back is against the wall, your only option is to join with like-minded individuals and eght for your life.
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brodiebrock12
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Yup!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Fight who? And how? They aren't using guns or normal weapons. Taking up arms to use against this will only hurt us.
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM
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We know all this! Information is not the problem. How to stop this lying madness is the problem. Maybe create stickers to put on doors

over these stupid mask wearing rules saying, "Lies! Your government is lying to you! Mask do not protect you. It is a means of control.

Control. Control. You are being controlled. And you like it! Have a good day!" We on this site know what's going on. Can we please have

more, much more, info about how to eght back? That's what we really need. Those of you out there who know, please share your

knowledge.

Bearing in mind the Covides are what they are, lemmings and cannot be educated. They want this mass terror, they want to belong to the

lies. It deenes them. Forget them and focus on those who don't want to be part of oppression. The nurses, teachers, ereeghters and yes,

maybe even some police o_cers... maybe. They must stand up and we MUST support them by every means. Only and I stress ONLY when

the people end the courage to stand up will this lying madness stop.
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Print some stuff to hand out to them. Including downloaded articles from this site. The takeover seems inevitable. The only hope

we have is pulling an "Atlas Shrugged" and letting the lemmings stampede over the cliff. Calling the Covidians "sheep" or

"lemmings" is inaccurate. They're meaner than snakes and as cuddly as insects. Sheep and rodents are affectionate, warm

blooded herd animals. Hence my case that the Covidians have sacrieced their humanity.
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rensmith... That is why holding out and resisting is so important.  Eventually, the side effects will become too much to obscure with

lies.  The truth will be known to all.  it is only a matter of time.
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balhawk
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Absolutely, it's all about people standing up.  But let's not be fooled by selective focus and propaganda that gives us the

impression there are more total Covidian cult zombie lemmings than there really are.   Most people are somewhere in between,

and many simply don't want to rock the boat.  

At the most recent protests I've been at there were many times more people who drove by honking in support than shouting

obscenities or giving us the middle enger.  Most of those supporters were probably unaware of the rally until they saw it.  Many

others who are leery, but uninformed got the jabs under pressure, and last I heard a majority of people in the US do not support

vaccine passports, though a narrow majority still seem to believe the jabs are effective and not too unsafe.  And they will turn in a

big way when the effects become too obvious for any but the most zombieed to deny, as Almond points out.  For all we know, we

may be nearing that point, hence the amping up of the hysteria by the media counter to the "eye test".

I think more people voted for Trump than Biden; which is not to imply that Trump is a gem, either, but how many of his supporters

are ardent Covidiots?   These are the people we need to reach.   The uninformed, not the hopeless lemmings who are die-hard

Covidiots who will go down in the bunker with their belief as they die of its effects they'll refuse to connect.
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Our entire problem in one word:  MONOPOLY. Information monopoly [including all government "schools"]- and The FMM- Fake

Money Maea- fake money printed or conjured up on a computer "Give me control of a nation's currency and I care not who makes

the laws". . .Mayer Amschel Rothschild Monopolies are held in place by force, usually government force
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tj.4312
Joined On 12/26/2018 3:10:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How far have we fallen as a civilization that we look to the likes of Joe Rogan and Donald Trump for salvation. Our only hope for

redemption is for each and every one of us to get elected or appointed to a government position. Occupying the seats of power to curb

the power of those seats is what our government was designed for, we just haven't been running it the right way.
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tj.4312 and your solution as to how this might be achieved is what? How are you going to get elected? And exactly how are you

going to change things? Focus! Focus on reality.
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Watsonandco it's not that hard to get elected to local o_ce or appointed to government positions. Voters are looking for honest

people to represent them. The hard part is being the lone vote when something draconian is up for a vote. But you have to make

sure that your position is known and your vote is acknowledged. Peer pressure is intense when it's four against one. And the

lobbyists and advocates for things like 5G or mask wearing will outnumber those who aren't for it. You will be ridiculed and

maligned - like Dr Mercola has been. It takes courage.
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"Fight" this locally. Politically, socially, economically. No longer about saving America, but our own lives, families, small

communities. America is no more. The states have already divided without a war.
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Gaylezpc and rensmith23zohomail.com you are both correct that local participation is key to eghting what we are facing here

today. I have spent over a decade in local o_ce and have been able, though being consistently outnumbered, to curb the

implementation of policies at the local level that were designed to harm my community. All public meetings are recorded and open

to the public and when terrible leftist policies are presented, a well placed "how does this help our town/city/county/state" does

wonders to stop those with agenda-driven initiatives.

Don't give up, run for the school board, the planning board, the zoning board, town or city o_cials, conservation committee,

economic development committee. Get on a committee or board commensurate with your profession. Volunteer for a local charity

to give them a step up over the large leftist "charities". Join the recreation committee or local sports league committee to ensure

the kids keep playing and are able to have decent lives.

There are literally dozens of avenues for all of us to participate in our government. As far as the "focus on reality" naysayers go,

there's an old saying in business; If you want success, remove the negative from your life. Just move on and be the success that

you know you should be, and eave the naysayers to wallow in their pity-parties. Good luck.
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balhawk
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OK, so even the mainstream media and CDC acknowledge the jabs do not reduce the viral load one can carry (ref 19, which I've saved and

printed).   So what IS the point of forcing anybody to get the jabs to stop the spread or protect others from COVID?  And if the jabs were

indeed safe and effective (which we know is a load of bollocks), would it not be the most self-centered thing to take them?
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM
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balhawk, despite all the evidence, despite all the expert testimony you are still not getting it. It has NOTHING to do with Covid 19. It

has everything to do with a one world government and 'vaccine' passports are red route one to that goal. That's it. All guided by the

mobile phones the lemmings carry in their pockets. No other discussion is necessary. Focus!
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I get it, all right.  Attack their most vulnerable point, which is the obvious failure of the very rationale for this power grab.
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sco12860
Joined On 8/4/2021 8:32:47 AM
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My wife knows of 6 people at her place of employment who were fully vaccinated that came down with Ju symptoms - 2 were

hospitalized and were told they had pneumonia, not covid. Who are our leaders that can take this to the top? Are we not protesting in the

streets yet?  Organize Now before it is too late. We are all preaching to the choir here at Dr. Joe's website - get out the house and get fresh

air and sunshine - make a sign and be visible where it counts.  People will join you - there is strength in numbers - they cannot ignore us

when we show how many of us there are. stay positive, eat healthy and take your supplements!! Thank you Dr. M for having this platform.
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sco12860, where have you been living? "they cannot ignore us..." ? They have been ignoring us! Open your eyes. Are you organising

to protest in the street? Are you making your points known? People are TERRIFIED! They will just point the enger and claim you are

killing their granny. The only constructive way forward is to force the constitution. To make the constitutional judges take up those

responsibilities they are paid to protect. And how are you going to do that? Threaten them with some dire consequence if they

don't do their job? So, how is that going to work? And all those, "Sons of America" sworn to protect the "Land of the Free" where are

those cowards?
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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My husband knows of 6 people who are dead from the vaxine. Seems the risks are not as uncommon as we are being told.
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jke5341
Joined On 3/25/2021 4:15:04 PM
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We are living in unbelievable times.  In the past, society condoned burning women as witches, society condoned the murder of 7 million

Jews and allowed millions to die in Southeast Asia. Now, 21st century  - this:    millions murdered in Afghanistan and the rights of 50% of

the American population taken away by our leaders. Mass insanity never ends.
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Joined On 6/14/2018 7:40:44 AM
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When recounting evils, why do people never mention the 50-100 million that Chinese communism killed, or why are the

present-day open slave markets in Africa and the Middle East never mentioned?  It's always only the n***s and the Salem witches

that are mentioned in the annals of human atrocities. I can't even mention the n***s without being censored here!
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I got an email yesterday from a company called Made In. They sell skillets, cookware etc. They’re having a sale in Austin today and

requested that their unvaxxed customers wear a mask. This made me really angry. I sent them a reply saying no thanks and unsubscribed

to their emails. This is so unbelievable how we are being treated like lepers. I’m mad as hell about it
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Bikerhiker46
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:28:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Word on the street has it that Don Lemon is working undercover as the chairman of the Reelect Donald Trump campaign and after

watching his recent authoritarian rant on CNN  I don't doubt it for a second. The virtual personiecation of the arrogant know it all elitist

looking down his nose at anyone who disagrees with him, Lemon and those like him are who got the idiot Trump elected the erst time

round. With a nonchalance worthy of Marie Antoinette's infamous "Let them eat cake." Lemon essentially calls for letting "them" eat

nothing at all unless they knuckle under to his personal view on vaccines.

For were we to deny people the right to drive cars, enter supermarkets, hold down jobs, etc. we would literally be starving them to death.

This would all be bad enough if Lemon actually knew what he was talking about...which he most assuredly does not! Comparing the

radically new mRNA vaccines to those traditionally administered to school age kids makes comparing an apple to an orange seem like

cutting edge research. Let us hope and pray that Trump and his gang don't get wind of this because they will make it the centerpiece of

their 2022 & 2024 campaign strategy! Talk about playing into the hands of the radical right. I won't waste my time attempting to wean this

so-called journalist off his daily quota of True Belief but before pontiecating on complex matters of science it might be a good idea for

him to solicit a variety of expert opinion rather they just parroting the party line?
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CharlotteRuse
Joined On 6/24/2021 4:49:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a continuation of my previous comment: What is interesting, is that the Ford Foundation frequently works together with the

Rockefeller Foundation and both “depraved organizations” have a long and sordid history of advancing Malthusian Eugenics. It’s the

Rockefeller Foundation that in 2010 created the “Lock Step” Document which describes how a global pandemic ushers in a “new order.”

This future dystopian scenario is the catalyst used to bring about “intense authoritarian control.”

It appears that many Leftist organizations have been co-opted by “ruling class foundation money” and are kept on a tight and short leash.

This would explain why no honest critical analysis of overt social/political repression associated with COVID mandates causing a

two-tired authoritarian biosecurity state is ever seriously discussed by the “supposed US Left.” If this topic is mentioned by

Liberal/Leftists, it’s usually to accuse those who question COVID mandates as being conspiracy theorists anti-vaxxers. US workers,

minorities, and all others who question the safety of experimental injections have been “abandoned” by the US Left who are ironically

advancing Rockefeller’s Lock Step Agenda.
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gaylezpc
Joined On 7/31/2009 10:47:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Rockefeller Foundation and other "depraved organizations" have no political a_liation. Their a_liation is money and power.

Inserting "Leftist/Liberal" accusations into the conversation is a distraction and part of the tactics of division. Please stop using it.

It's part of their Lock Step agenda.
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stephenf999
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:26:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you ask google "what is the percentage of us population by race or ethnicity" you'll see that the percent of people vaccinated by race

presented in this article is not that much different than the percent of them in the US population. The 2019 US census estimates are

60.3% for non-Hispanic white, 18.5% for Hispanic and Latino, 13.4% Black or African American, 5.9% Asian, and .8% Native American. It

would seem that Hispanic, Black, and Native American are only slightly under-represented among those who have taken the "jab."
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wondered the same thing, but didn't think to end out the percentages of each that populate the US. I was suspicious of the data

being incomplete.
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stephenf999
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:26:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I should not have included Native American in the list of "slightly under-represented" as they are actually slightly over-represented!
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

stephen999, so what? You are getting lost in the detritus! Open your eyes, look up, see the future that awaits. It's horriec! That's

what you should be focused on.
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olushola
Joined On 2/9/2010 4:59:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would like to see a breakout by life style instead of ethnicity. The media narrative places those who refuse the jab as Trump

supporters. However I know a lot of people who are refusing the jab and are not republicans or Trump supporters; instead they

have good diets, wholesome paradigms, are well read, are love-centric, etc. They are represented across all ethnicities. The owners

and workers at several health food stores I frequent have not gotten the jab and do not mask. None have come down with the

infection; and based on discussions with them, very few of the customers have been infected.
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The dictatorship has been in existence since 1812, it's not a question of, one step closer to dictatorship, it's more like, one step closer to

global GENOCIDE!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, KEVIN, destruction of health and abolition of freedom. The total control of the population by the corrupt elites, the large

enancial groups that have managed the economy for decades, with the support of the enancial market. The Great Reboot has an

assured way the total domination of the technocratic elite, the Vanguard and Blackrock enancial control of companies and media

is the great threat of a globalism that will have all the power and enslaves the people by controlling the actions of governments

constitutionally chosen. Total control of people, without respect for their freedoms and rights while big capital enjoys impunity to

impose a tyranny.
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SaucySue
Joined On 6/15/2012 8:33:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am not so sure that carrying a vaccine passport leads to dictatorship. We already carry documents to prove our identity such as a

driving license and, as I recall from the past and in another country, carrying other documents as proof of vaccination was expected. New

Zealand has had only one case of the virus for the last six months because drastic action was taken rather than the no mask, mask,

vaccine no vaccine approach we have here.
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lilbrit
Joined On 8/4/2021 6:53:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here in France we have had vaccine passports, or the health pass, legally imposed upon us for a few weeks now. If you think the situation

in the US is scary, here it is like reverting to living in occupied France under the ***. I say this in all seriousness, partly perhaps because I

am not French so I do not have the mentality which can arise from being born within a Republic. I am not anti vax but I like to use my brain

and to follow the science,  which the French politicians have not done for the last year now. With the imposed health pass, we can no

longer legally even sit OUTSIDE on the terrace at a restaurant, let alone inside! We cannot use the shared facility restaurant nor toilet

facilities at a hotel, we cannot access shopping centres over a certain capacity nor any social events, even outdoor ones. If you want to

spectate or compete at a local outdoor equestrian event, you must have the health pass!!  We can no longer access social services in

person and we cannot, and this one I end truly unbelievable, entirely unethical and quite possibly illegal, access ANY healthcare facilitie

nor medical building without a health pass!! Just to be clear, we can now ONLY access emergency healthcare, ie the ER at the hospital

but, for any other type of access to healthcare, then a free of cost, still clinically trailing covid vaccine must be succumbed to or a paid for

negative covid test valid for only 48 hours must be produced. This then generates the QR code for the health pass which we must show. I

think it's important that people look outside of the US as to how serious this is. This is a global pandemic with global impact and this

impact has been and is being felt very differently across most of mainland Europe than the US or UK. I speak daily with family and friends

in the UK and US and what we are experiencing in France, simply as a way to bully a vaccine hesitant population into complying, is entirely

unethical, probably illegal  and heading your way!
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM
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Nothing like the coin, except when you Jip it and the opposing view attacks rather than has any sort of rational.  There are many views

expressed on this site that makes me think it is from highly trained scientiec individuals; yet to date I do not recall anyone expressing an

opinion as to the fairy tale idea that “the vaccine is not doing what it should by leaving the arm”. This goes against all my understanding

of the body and it defense mechanism’s.

I do not know the chain of command; but the body comes across a foreign unrecognized substance and is supposed to bypass it? The

blood is just the foot soldier on the front line, it ushers the unknown with itself, to be taken up the chain of command to get its orders on

what to do. I am going to guess that the erst place aimed for would be the brain or control center. Of course on its circulatory path all

parts of the body encountered between the discovery point and command is going to be exposed. I know that at the end point of its

travels, it is taken back to the heart and circulated and since this foreign substance has not yet been identieed by control it is being

circulated with the blood Jow.

i relate this pattern to my knowledge of wood slivers, when a sliver of wood is not removed the body will take it inward and transported

for removal. This object has also been know to cause clots and of course it is much larger than these microscopic barbs in this scientiec

barbed wood sliver.  Now my question to all those knowledgeable individuals I have read here is “why would the body bypass this foreign

substance and do what it always does, take it for analysis?” Or is this another smoke screen in this fairy tale of BS to date. “Oh the body

is not supposed to do that!” Can someone give me the rational as to why the body is supposed to ignore this foreign substance?
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jdistefano
Joined On 7/21/2021 11:41:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry guys,  they  are too powerful and now the have the support of at least 60% of the population,  or more
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The Javonoid quercetin has been demonstrated to inhibit transport of ascorbate by SVCT1.  Ascorbate transport by the low-a_nity, high

capacity SVCT1 can be inhibited by as much as 80% in the presence of quercetin, and 100% when sodium was replaced by choline.

Please be aware of this important conJict.98 Quercetin occurring naturally in foods such as onions should not pose an issue as the

amounts are not high enough in an average serving to exert true inhibitory effects.  Supplementation of quercetin may need to be

reconsidered when using oral ascorbic acid during COVID-19 treatment." I can't end the link where I took this from, someone posted it

below, but I thought it was worth noting. [EDIT: www.evolutamente.it/covid-19-ards-cell-free-hemoglobin-the-ascorbic-ac.. ]
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM
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The data in the article show that non-white minorities are the least vaccinated, far less than whites. This probably means they're less

likely to be fooled into getting vaccinated. But I see lots of them wearing masks in stores where masks aren't required.
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cozzieacresgmail.com
Joined On 2/5/2021 4:28:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Flippen ass crazy, we need to vote these Democrap nut jobs out of o_ce who are guilty of trying to take  our freedom away.

"Gov.Newsome of Calif. is one example, and that dictator is on his way out!!!!, he phrases Joke Biden with how he handled pulling our

troops out of Afghanistan and leaving our people and friends behind to be  slaughtered by our enemies who now are controlling that

country and wants to destroy America. One little step at a time, they are grouping up and getting stronger with destroying our rights and

giving us a King to silent our speech and our freedom by the orders of a Dictator. They are doing it to us right now, China is controlling the

WHO, the CDC and Dr. Faucky, they are making the laws for us to follow.

Yeah, the new world order, thats what China is trying to pull off, the great Reset.  I'm saying who the Hell gave them power to do that to

us???  We are the United States of America,  We the people did not give them that power and we must put up our ests, use muscle power

and our mouths to eght back with everything we've got to stop their Fake News Media Troops from broadcasting their lies about the

Killing Covid-19, which for most citizens is a Flu bug that they can survive, instead of millions of people dying and having other enormous

disabling side effects from the Jab which is actually the recipe that is creating the Covid-19, their numbers of deaths are hyped up to

scare you, mask you and lock you up away from your freedom.  

We know we can weaken our enemies, the fake news can be stopped with a plan of just doing it, I'm just saying that people can group and

form together to stop them from spreading their lies, there are more of us than them. This $h!t is out there in front of our faces for

everyone to see, yet people everyday just comment about it and then the next day arrives with more freedoms being taken away from

us...show our enemies that we are strong, and we' re not racist and ready to take back our America!!!
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shopale
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:18:38 AM
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JIm Crow 2.0
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Truthisfree
Joined On 8/6/2021 8:44:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WHERE IS MY COMMENT BEFORE THIS ON/
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Truthisfree
Joined On 8/6/2021 8:44:02 PM
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I love the information that Dr. Mercola has presented thru out the years... It has most certainly helped/beneeted my family in various

health issues and no side effects, other than at ,healing other symptoms that had not been addressed period.   The fact, The Medical

world, as we know it/Legal Drug Pushers/World, would come after Dr. Mercola, is no BIG SURPRISE..    Dr. Mercola's information, has been

so beneecial/helpful, in so many respects for the truth, in so many ways/subject matter of health...   Especially  from a medical point of

view with regard to alternative ways of handling some issues regarding health.... ,  He along with others of the Medical World have come

to know, there are better ways of handling "Health Issues", than Legal DRUGS and "The Draconian" push, to handle health is not the most

proliec manner in handling so many health issues to actually WIN THE BATTLE.  This would be the reason at this time frame, to try and

come up against Dr. Mercola, so as to silence him in these most trying times with various methods of Natural Medicine to aid in these

trying times....  With Prayer to The Most High God, no one that HE deems to speak will remain silenced.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I bring up the big eres that produce the small particles out west on this thread just to point out a real time example of the utter hypocrisy

that our government and the New York Times and big Pharma care oh so much about people's health and that is why they cannot rest

until every last person on Earth gets shot up with this ***. This very moment the particulate matter in the air in Northern California and

Southern Nevada is an utter disaster! No need for any scientiec deliberation here, any breath that any person takes can cause serious

damage, even a eve-year-old would understand that! Most citizens would do well being shut in an airtight room for the foreseeable future.

Forget about masks! Unless they are military grade gas masks. These particles will go right through that f****** baby blue Kleenex

b*******!
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry if a little off topic but I have just come across this article regarding chlorine dioxide whereby the endings show that "chlorine

dioxide aqueous solution can inactivate the binding of the variant spike proteins to the human ACE2 receptor protein, indicating that this

strategy may be useful in blocking the transmission of variant SARS-CoV-2 viruses."

 www.remedypublications.com/open-access/inhibition-of-the-binding-of-va.. .  Also wondered whether this could be used for those who

have been jabbed to deal with the spike protein problem.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I end this product to be a nice standard solution for nebulizers, with handy individualized doses all set to go!

www.amazon.com/dp/B002YRY3HI/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_apa_glt_fabc_7JN5KZC82X2X8..
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Fiona170
Joined On 2/14/2017 10:24:11 AM
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Hello Dr. Mercola family.  Does anyone have the Hydrogen Peroxide Nebulizer protocol that they can please share with me?
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tbsmyth
Joined On 8/29/2020 5:24:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Try this link (Dr Mercola’s Hydrogen Peroxide Videos): takecontrol.substack.com/.../banned-hydrogen-peroxide-videos
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM
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Let'em chew on this for a while...Face Book says CCDH is spreading FALSE INFO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

 www.naturalblaze.com/2021/08/disinformation-dozen-a-faulty-narrative-w..
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mikies
Joined On 7/18/2009 11:08:05 AM
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JOE ROGAN you said it best! FUCKIN RIGHT ON
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BillieBob
Joined On 11/15/2008 7:42:37 PM
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I entered the URL in footnote #18 of Chapter 6 in "The Truth About Covid-19". According to the URL it references an article from Aug. 8,

2020. I was brought to this article. So, every URL brings you to the latest article, which means that every footnote in the latest best-seller

that references Mercola.com, is no good. That stinks.
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BillieBob
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I just re-read the bit about Dr. Mercola deleting his 20-year article archive. He says that he is under attack by groups funded by

"dark money", plus the New York Times and the President. He also talks about threats to his people. ("...a lot of unacceptable

threats to a company full of amazing people...")  It seems to me that nothing has changed, except I cannot get some information I

might need from two or three years ago. The store is still open. This news letter is still being published. And, from today's article, it

appears the same "inJammatory" content will be offered. The company will still be located in the same place (I'm sure his enemies

know where that is). The same products will still be sold. Dr. Mercola will still be considered "an enemy of the people".  The only

real change I can think of is that he will no longer have the expense of maintaining that huge database.
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Truthisfree
Joined On 8/6/2021 8:44:02 PM
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When (GOVERNMENT) is allowed to take TOTAL control of (ONE'S) Every Move/Health, among other things, We No Longer Have A

Democracy.  These would seem to be most dangerous times for America, Home of The Brave and The (FREE!!!!!!!)??????
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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JCsavedme - I can't get it to work - I don't understand why.   NO,  neither had the vax.  (The ones with V&D)
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DWC7749
Joined On 4/20/2016 1:21:05 PM
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The way you described how governments operate through mass psychosis... that is EXACTLY how crackerjack salespeople work.  Tear

down and undermine the target's defenses, create a desperate need from them, and then STRIKE.
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Truthisfree
Joined On 8/6/2021 8:44:02 PM
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Great article and covers the REAL TRUTH of this horriec situation.  We (The People) need to share these kind of ARTICLES to our

FRIENDS & FAMILY'S and ask after reading, THEY share with Friends and other Family....
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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In one way, I count my blessings. Even among the few I know who are vaccinated, none support mandates for anything. The coercion has

just turned more people I know into resistors. Everywhere I go and everyone I speak to is angry about govt overreach. That is the main

topic of conversation. I may just be living in an area where many people refuse to get vaccinated. My life is an anomaly. So far, I am still

safe, so I am in a position to do what I can to help and support others. Get your thinking out of the box.  Consider your interests, network,

time, talents  and resources. Likely you will realize many ways in which you can be useful. People who do not stand in the limelight often

accomplish more than those who do. It starts with building strong families and neighborhoods at the grassroots level.  

Any state that issues vaccine mandates will likely lose tax base as the best, brightest and most experienced employees relocate for

opportunities elsewhere. In addition, there will be more people seeking unemployment and beneets. States will also face the costs of

litigation as their courts are clogged. Their environment will suffer as esh and game employees become unemployed. Forest eres will

rage as there are fewer people to respond. Crime will increase as police and prison workers are ered. The loss of skilled surgeons (all

medical staff) and the collapse of the medical system. Teachers.  Truckers...  Next will be ag workers. One state already seeks to have

farmers list the names of all employees and family members!

Eventually, people will question why they should pay taxes if they are denied beneets and not allowed access to society.  This is not a

well-thought out plan for states that impose mandates. As store shelves become bare, there will be greater opportunities for black

markets to Jourish.  I recently got a peek at the store room of a major supermarket and was shocked to see how little inventory there was

in the back room. 80% of orders go unelled
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in the back room. 80% of orders go unelled
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Truthisfree
Joined On 8/6/2021 8:44:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, this is being spoken of by various "You Tubers" and was covered by "The Common Sense Show/Dave Hodges". Dave has some

of the military that are members of his Channel and we get info on various things happening under the radar..... These are some

concerning times in a number of areas, to say the least.   It would seem under "The Biden Administration", America is in for some

of the most "DARING" times ahead, as it does not seem he intends to "Make America Great" in any way shape or form... It would

seem a' Figure Head" has been allowed to continue to stay in place, that would seem does, not have the Best Interest of The

Country in mind and/or a Mind for much of anything.  This is most concerning to say the least.....  Most certainly (Open Boarders),

at this point in time are not for the best interest of The Country....  I'm just saying......
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Truth... How curious is it that people are being coerced to be vaxed and borders shut to tourism while illegals Jood into the

country?  They are not screened for disease as legal immigrants would be, yet they are transported around the country to become

disease vectors.
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Butch1942
Joined On 9/6/2011 3:35:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Study did not show/conclude how likely the breakthrough cases can in fact pass on the disease but "risks could be similar. " Consider the

low number of breakthrough cases and fact the vaccine offers good protection against catching the viruse and getting seriously  ill.

Suggests vaccine could have beneet; especially immunecompromised and elderly.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The immunocompromised are organ-transplant recipients. The idea by mainstream med pros that an experimental gene-therapy

vaccine can help them is beyond absurd...their bio-systems are already whipped into powerlessness by the drugs...as for the

elderly, most are on 6 prescription chem-drugs already...the more drugs, the more health frailty results...
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thequest
Joined On 10/23/2020 2:21:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Darzoum for Harpo and the laughter!!
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Box-cars haul as dominos fall. "Please everybody, step inside. Come on, hurry now, everybody inside please." Step into the totalitarian

system of high-tech e_ciency called Technocracy.
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for your keen sighted analysis!  I believe you and your colleagues will be recorded in history as being courageous

individuals willing to stand up for freedom. Thanks Top Posters for your thoughtful commentary.
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

gaylezpc, exactly as I implied. Impossible! The reasons don't matter, the actuality of the outcome does. Lone voice = no chance.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So someone help me out here. If a person has had the whu-Ju recovered and has broad superior natural immunity thereafter including T

memory immunity HOW does this compare relatively to someone never infected with whu-Ju but took the two doses of injection and then

became infected with whu-Ju. Will this latter person gain the broad superior natural immunity as well OR did the two doses hijack in

some way a body not allowing natural immunity to occur going forward in the same way?
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Peter McCullough of Baylor U in TX says if you recovered from C19, you have antibodies and should NEVER take the C19 vaxxes

pushed by the US Gov...my hunch is to agree with McCullough over Fauci
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you CMT, but that was not my question. You are right though as is Dr. McCullough on not getting injection IF you have

natural immunity already. McCullough see it all pretty clearly doesn't he!
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Jam29095
Joined On 5/1/2016 1:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, Thank you for being a champion of free speech. I feel you truly care about your fellow man. Your health recommendations

have greatly improved the lives of my spouse and myself.
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jea5574
Joined On 6/14/2018 7:40:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rogan better watch it, or Spotify may kill that sweet $100 million deal it gave him.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He would Jourish even more if forced out.
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s really sad and discouraging that so many people think that this control is ok and “for the good of the people”. Do they even realize

what they’re doing?  They’re literally giving up freedoms simply based out of fear. The really worrisome thing is what’s going to happen

when all these front line workers and our military start getting gravely ill and dying from the vax unknowns.  Yes it’s a scientiec fact how

variants are developed but the people who are willing to go along with all this bs only believe what they hear on the news.  Came across

this the other day when I was researching some meds for my husband who currently has COVID www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7146719  

Yet they don’t want to admit it works so they can push the vax.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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Is it true the CCP and Russian Military's not receiving the injections?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our only hope is to found our own microcosm. The hysterical masses are hopeless. Not talking about DNA alterations. The

faceless freaks sold their souls by embracing the New Abnormal. They no longer have thoughts or feelings associated with

humanity.
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hgarner2000
Joined On 4/29/2011 11:33:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would add that it's imperative to be very careful who you ridicule... Show respect and understanding for the fear our loved ones have for

the disease.  It's not messin' around.  Have a well-thought-out strategy.  The media always has a eeld day when unvaccinated get sick and

even die from COVID.  Many of us simply do not have the luxury of being anti-big-pharma.  Make sure you're set up to get prescriptions

from honest doctors whether online or locally if you can't get vitamin D from riding a bicycle. And above all, don't use the animal

formulations for ivermectin!
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've had eve brands of veterinary grade ivermectin paste professionally chemically analyzed (cost me a small fortune).  None of the

formulations contained arsenic (as rumored) or heavy metals in any discernable amounts that would threated the health of the

person taking it as titrated to their body weight (about as much if not less than that found in any typical municipal water

supply). Some contained more adjuvants (additives) than others.  I've taken it without a problem to my vitals or senses (sight,

hearing, taste, smell, or touch).  I preferred to take that formula with lowest or least amount of additives in a lowest or least

effective dose as recommended by the FLCCC or Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance.
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hgarner2000
Joined On 4/29/2011 11:33:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you heard about calls to the poison center in Mississippi from people taking animal formulations for ivermectin? There are also

reports about MSNBC criticizing FOX for telling people to take an animal antiparasitic.  Hmmm, one news corporation criticizing another

news corporation that are both owned by the same people... I saw FOX interviewing Dr. Peter McCullough. Didn't they allow him to show

how people can get a prescription for the human formulation for ivermectin?  They didn't?
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It doesn't matter! That is chaff, diversion. Focus on what is actually happening and what we have to learn to stop it. That is all that

counts. The rest is useless chit-chat.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If I get some horse pills I still wouldn't take them without medical advice. You don't take the whole pill, but an infusion.
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chrisgg
Joined On 9/29/2011 10:23:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great vidéo for Canadiens, very good conversation with David Martin! www.bitchute.com/.../lemjGIVKFZbk
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ske5142
Joined On 7/30/2021 12:25:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The world has gone mad with terror.  Passports are like Hitler's dividing people because of race to destroy them.  Now we are all hit.

 Those not vaccinated should stay that way.  I've had two but won't get another. Democracy is fading fast in this and now dictators have

too much power, too much money, and no love. Love is absent in all of this secrecy and unholy theft of the people's power.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Who are the Jews and who are the Aryans though? None of us will fare well. Become a test subject for Mengele or no rations for

you. Neither is to be envied. Even if I thought the "vaxxes" were great I'd object to being tracked and traced. I refuse the New

Abnormal. I'll die before I go into their database.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.bitchute.com/.../pEPrVlOOOt2c  Restricted eating.  Saunas as hot and for as long as tolerated, 2-3x/week.
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brunolc
Joined On 10/6/2009 8:49:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree that vaccine passports take away our freedoms.  However, you have not calculated the percentages of vaccinations by race

correctly.  You need to take the # of Caucasians vaccinated / total # of Caucasians, same for the others.  Since that is not shown you

could take the % vaccinated/ % of total.  So you get: Caucasians 59/61 = 97% ... Black   10/12 = 83% ... Hispanics 16/17 = 94%
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brunoic, totally irrelevant! Fishing among the detritus... for what reason? To justify what?
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whites usually are erst to line up for Big pHarma quackery. More Whites are in the mental system. By choice.
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Siriusbe1
Joined On 6/19/2006 6:53:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent video ,straight to the point of the issue and the "profanities" help hehe!People need to have the courage and intelligence to

question authority ,otherwise you are behaving like a sheep in a Jock.Stand fast and centre in your inner light of intelligence and share

it.Here where i am ,i share meditation with hundreds of children and young people and i tell them:"it is your freedom to question the

wisdom of getting v@accinated and i suggest out of my love for you not to do it based on my personal experience and on the unbiased

scientiec evidence i have heard and read..Instead there are many ways to enhance and boost your immune system"
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jdarnall64
Joined On 12/24/2009 9:45:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, what we see is what we get. Not! We can't let what we see  be what we all get because then our nation is doomed. I have been onthe

opposite side of the craziness since it started. At. 75 I have seen viruses come and pass on and in a way they are all the same. They are

going to have their season. Colds, the Ju and this covid all will do their damage and you can't  hide but you can protect yourself without

any dangerous vaccines. It's  all about our immune systems. We keep that in good shape then most likely we live to see another day.

People, fear is the biggest danger and that is exactly how this Covid-19 was and is fueled. Don't  let that happen to you.
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jdarnall64, too late. it has happened already. Terror is the name, world enslavement is the game. Too late to tell anyone. It's already

a done deal.
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mandibular
Joined On 2/6/2013 9:10:53 AM
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Key moments in crushing us were; Allowing Wilson and his handlers to enslave us with a private Central Bank. Lying us into believing the

16th amendment was legally ratieed. Allowing opponents to the CBC's, (Central Bank Clan), to be buried/cremated w/o autopsy

regardless of how suspect their demise was. Scalia, President Harding. In his inaugural address, Harding lays the smack-down upon the

Wilsonian Zio-Globalists:

"The recorded progress of our Republic, materially and spiritually, proves the wisdom of the inherited policy of non-involvement in Old

World affairs. Conedent of our ability to work out our own destiny, and jealously guarding our right to do so, we seek no part in directing

the destinies of the Old World. We do not mean to be entangled. We will accept no responsibility except as our own conscience and

judgment in each instance may determine. We sense the call of the human heart for fellowship, fraternity, and cooperation. We crave

friendship and harbor no hate. But America, our America, the America built on the foundation laid by the inspired fathers, can be a party

to no permanent military alliance. It can enter into no political commitments, nor assume any economic obligations which will subject our

decisions to any other than our own authority." AIPAC/Israel will have NO TRUCK with that logic...
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os00
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If you liked that episode listen to #1697. Rogan's guest is Zuby who's no doctor but he's very well versed in the vaccine problems we

seeing today. Rogan in a previous episode brought up criminal behavior from pharma as well. He has millions of followers and for now

Spotify is allowing him to mostly do as he pleases. Like said long time ago, Dr. Mercola would be a perfect guest on Rogan's podcast..?
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We all wonder why? My suspicions are solidifying citizenfreepress.com/breaking/blank-visas-even-for-the-taliban/   The handiwork of a

previous leader
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Truth telling article.  But what can we do? Resist, share, but what can we do to sway the narrative as a collaboration of sane individuals

eghting for our God given human rights
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angiemelzer, exactly! That is the only question we should be dealing with. The lemmings cannot be saved, they have decided their

course and are on the way to the cliff's edge. Let them go. Adios. What we can do is harass as hard as possible all labour unions,

support our nurses, ereeghters and yes, even those police o_cers who are clearly on our side. Speak with family members in the

police or armed forces. The armed forces are resisting. This is great news. Support your armed forces by letting them know they

are not alone. They are part of a freedom loving country and refuse to be part of a totalitarian regime: the Fourth Reich. Some of

their grandparents died eghting the Third Reich. Let them know. Don't assume they do.

Only when the middle-classes are su_ciently mobilised will it be possible to stop this attempted enslavement of the world. And a

thing everyone should do: leave your mobile phone switched off at all times until you actually need to use it. And NEVER have it

switched on in the same room where you are discussing these things. EVER! Better yet, leave it at home switched off. I survived 50

years of my life without a mobile phone. It is NOT a necessity, it's a habit.
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I don't think we can convince most that the 'shot' does not work in terms of safety or e_cacy until they experience it for

themselves,  unawareness will lead to suffering which will lead to awareness which will lead to avoidance of suffering.
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Fight back with art.  Free music.  Download and share. Covid Slaves: soundcloud.com/.../covid-slaves   ~ Not About a Virus:

soundcloud.com/.../not-about-a-virus  ~ Geoengineering Madness: soundcloud.com/.../geoengineering-madness
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"..... August 2, 2021, CDC and Prevention data reported by the Kaiser Family Foundation2 showed 59% of Americans who had received at

least one COVID injection were Caucasian, 10% were Black......."  ....the govt will make exemptions for blacks...watch and see....with some

excuse of inherit black blood concerns indigenous just to African-Americans.
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brodiebrock12
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One would think there comes a time where these perps of this scamdemic can no longer manipulate the data and its obvious to all. Just

hard to imagine this shield right now of media propaganda spewing the false narrative of the non injected being the overwhelming sick

and hospitalized when the data clearly says otherwise in Israel and the UK etc. Its almost like its just one big pure daily lie day after day

and the puppeteers simply do not care anymore what they say...
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multinode
Joined On 4/7/2021 10:54:07 PM
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Has everyone forgotten Dr. Mercola's nebulizing with H2O2 to KILL an acquired COVID infection?? I have the full details for you if you're

interested. I am at multinode@comcast.net.
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jmw820comcast.net
Joined On 8/9/2021 7:41:21 AM
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My Russian friend suggested soaking gauze with vodka and inhaling it for eve times twice a day. That's the old country's version of

a nebulizing.
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CharlotteRuse
Joined On 6/24/2021 4:49:39 AM
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Politically conscious minorities do not want the mRNA vaccine. They have a healthy skepticism about its safety historically knowing that

the government works hand-in-hand with the medical industry frequently implementing “deleterious experiments” against designated

populations. The demographic who usually “suffers the most” due to medical neglect and experimentation would naturally tend to be the

“most intuitive” about the dangers and side effects of “experimental gene therapy injections.”

Last summer Black Lives Matter organized demonstrations worldwide to protest George Floyd’s horriec death from police brutality, yet

not a whimper is heard from them now about “minority targeted segregation” against those refusing to be injected. In the US those who

reject the gene therapy treatment are labeled right-wing anti-vaxxers, however, in Europe all political ideologies compromised of the

young, old, black, and white are relentlessly protesting “together” against the irrational COVID mandates bringing totalitarian controls via

brainless corrupt apparatchiks.

It should be stressed, that the greatest murderer of black and brown people as well as all indigenous populations throughout this planet

is by the chemical industry and the biological warfare labs, or shall I say “gain of function” institutes. So is there any wonder why as of

August 2, 2021 the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention data show 59% of Americans who received at least one COVID injection

were Caucasian, 16% were Hispanic, 10% Black, 6% Asian and only 1% were Native American.

It should also be noted, that in 2016 the Ford Foundation announced plans to fund the M4BL Movement For Black Lives in a “six-year

investments” plan, further partnering up with others to establish the “Black-led Movement Fund.” The sum donated by the Ford

Foundation and the other donors to M4BL was reported as $100 million by The Washington Times; another donation of $33 million to

M4BL was issued by the Open Society.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Thanks for pointing out this is not just a "war on Whitey" as so many ignoramuses keep saying. They want to kill or sterilize as

many of all ethnic groups as possible. Including the Jews if you look at Israel and NYC. In the latter the synagogues have not been

treated kindly by Deblasio.
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM
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Everyone states that the vaccinated are spreading the variants. Why does everyone avoid saying that the vaccinated body is inducing the

variant and then hence spreading or the source of it?
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Johman0
Joined On 6/27/2012 1:23:13 AM
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That’s like saying antibiotic resistant strains are caused by all the people who haven’t had antibiotics. Stupid on the very face of it

and totally unscientiec.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM
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That was Joe Rogan's point I think!
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ofmeising
Joined On 11/18/2013 12:20:24 PM
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People seem to forget that Black, Hispanic & Latino, Asian, and Native American people only make up (approximately) 13%, 19%, and 6%

of the U.S. population respectively so that, actually those percentages of vaccination for those groups isn't bad. Or am I not

understanding the numbers.
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The game today is to “play with numbers”. If they wanted to portray an accurate egure they would not state the percentage of total

population; but rather rather the percentage of the particular ethnic group they are referring to. To keep ones head level, you must

tilt it to get around the angle of the presentation. Hope this helps. As to why, now I haven’t gotten around that angle except to

perceive it as manipulation.
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StandTogether
Joined On 6/10/2021 6:35:27 AM
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Great article Dr M! Thank you for keeping us sane. Check out this video. Brought tears to my eyes. Let’s share and spread the truth, it’s our

duty. www.brighteon.com/c39c458e-70f1-4bcf-9ae7-17e5e92bbd99
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cybersoul
Joined On 5/8/2021 7:32:29 AM
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Get the TRUE FACTS - https://www.nojabforme.info  ... THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity  ~

COVID-19 INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  ~ THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..
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davetheslave44yahoo.co.u
Joined On 8/2/2021 5:37:01 AM
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We're going down the hole or we're now on a delicious diet of lunacy, separation, darkness, fear, irrationality...etc, etc. Anger, hatred,

 doesn't always work. Thomas More who studied philosophy under Erasmus knew that. That was why when faced with tyranny in his day

he kept silent. It didn't work, but that's what he knew what to do. Love the profanity, by the way. Joe Rogan's ff-ing is quite laughable if not

entertaining. There's a video of an angry New Zealander sitting in a car mouthing the same kind of stuff.
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM
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There are many words that have for some idiotic reason been labeled taboo. But all words even the F word have many different

meaning depending on its use and who is interpreting it. look at A  H or BROTHER as examples. Hey brother! One dies not greet

their family brother as such, it is more a synonym for a close or good friend. Gotta love language, unless the interpreter has but

one meaning for every word, their meaning. So, what the F were we talking about?
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM
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Yes it does not work.  Yet, it is di_cult to avoid feeling anger at those who are trying to bully us into putting poison into our bodies

and the bodies of our children!  There is so much at stake.   It is an absolute horror!
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tri3725
Joined On 10/20/2016 1:39:29 PM
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Get your bibles out,  people!  We are headed for the new world order.  Those unvaxed will not be able to buy or sell.  The bible calls the jab

"the mark of the beast."  When it is mandated they will start knocking on doors, & the bible says to Jee to the mountains & don't even take

time to grab your coat.  God will then protect His true believers!  Do NOT get the jab, no matter how hard things get, & they're going to get

HARD!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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It's coming at us hard and fast...so amazing, that most people can't even see it!
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM
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tri3725, yes it is. It will come hard and fast around October. The monsters have targets to meet before the end of this year and that

is why it is utterly IMPERATIVE that we disrupt their timetable by supporting nurses, ereeghters, police o_cers and armed forces

personnel who refuse to be injected. They can make a difference - if we help them. Teachers appear to have shown their bellies, as

have labour unions. But those whom we can support, we MUST support.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Depends on what your deenition of "protect" is. Spiritually yes. But willingness to martyrdom has always been seen as a

requirement of following Christ. Revelation talks about Christian heads getting chopped off. And what mountains are you referring

to? Jesus prophecied about the invasion of Jerusalem in Matt. 4. It doesn't make much sense in this context.
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That is very literal, what mountains, how will that help?
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pra3771
Joined On 6/18/2017 12:52:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This probably chimes well to those who need a controlling father or mother egure( dictator) in their life.  No thanks! We are adults and

can make our own decisions in life. Period. This is 

🇺🇸

 America. Period.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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Agree with you completely
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A lot of youngish people called "snowJakes" are ripe for this tyranny. No religion, no sense of responsibility, no work ethic, and no

strong parental egure growing up. This dystopia probably came as a relief to many. Most don't even have friends to miss. And they

don't have to work.
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esecallum
Joined On 6/10/2020 3:54:07 PM
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You can get the vaccine to get the passport but disable its harmful effects as below. Copy and share it to everyone. Underground

Students at Stanford University devised 3 ways to disable FORCED/UNWANTED vaccinations.  1) D.I.Y Low voltage method.  Use 2 wet

sponges attached to a 6 volt battery for at least 30 to 60 mins with injection site between the wet sponges. Do it immediately after

injection as soon as possible.  See how to make this in 5 minutes at:-  https://groups.io/g/germkiller    2) Use medium volt method by

using a tens device/muscle massager on continuous pulses at injection site for at at least 30 to 60 minutes. See video.

 www.youtube.com/watch     3) Use a higher voltage method. Use a mosquito bite zapper at injection site immediately for at least 3

minutes Apply immediately to injection site and apply at least 3 dozen clicks. See video: www.youtube.com/watch  

It is theorized that electric current causes micro electrolysis in the body Juids and free radical/ions can combine with the vaccine and

reduce it's potential to cause harm.  It is theorized that high voltages denatures the spike proteins in the vaccine. You can buy the

butterJy tens device/massager and mosquito insect zapper on Amazon and ebay for around $5. Use out of sight of the MEDICAL MAFIA

so you can get your vaccine passport. USE ANY OR ALL AT YOUR OWN RISK. DO YOU UNDERSTAND? NO MEDICAL ADVICE OFFERED.

Furthermore high dose vitamin D in the range of 40000 to 50000 i.u. daily plus co-factors starting from 3 weeks before the jab and

continuing for at least 3 weeks after will nullify the harmful side effects of the forced vaccines. Those who study the below and can join

the dots and take action will minimize the harm from vaccines.

vitamindwiki.com/COVID-19+treated+by+Vitamin+D+-+studies%2C+reports%2C..  The blue writing means it's a hyperlink to the research

study..
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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esecallum....or simply invoke the middle digit to any and all coercive attempts!
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kbamaeld
Joined On 11/7/2009 1:12:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

it's worse in Thailand as they're advising people to mix and match the jabs. all in order to get tourism up and running.  I kid you not.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Oh Lordy, that’s scary!  :(
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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They've been doing this in Canada for quite awhile! They say it's totally "Safe and Effective". Yeah...like walking in front of a

speeding vehicle!
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM
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Money, money money; must be funny, in a dead man's world.
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No doubts is madness but WHO IS ENFORCING IT? Police, by any chance?
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This article attempts to explain that leaky vaccines contribute to the formation of more virulent mutant viruses. It also seems to explain

that this is due to the SURVIVAL of the vaccine recipient and his ability to transmit the virus to others. After that, I got lost when the

quoted author said that this process RELAXES the blocking of making that more virulent, more potent mutant virus. It is not at all clear to

me HOW (not why) that "relaxing" occurs! So I have lots of questions:

1) If that more potent virus is formed inside the cells of the vaccine recipient, why doesn't that more potent virus make him very ill too,

and maybe cause him serious disease or death?   2) Is it because he was vaccinated?   3) OR Does the vaccinated person survive

because he transmits that more lethal virus and gets it out of his system?   4) Is that more potent virus sort of like a "hot potato," which

can be passed on to others who are more vulnerable?   5) Is the more virulent mutant virus more lethal for the unvaccinated person than

for the vaccinated person? If so, why? (Is it because he has fewer vaccine-induced antibodies that reduce his viral load of the less virulent

virus, so, overall, his system is more stressed?)   6) And enally, if the vaccinated person survives, maybe not even having to go to a

hospital, and the unvaccinated person is more likely to have severe covid, and be more likely to die in a hospital, why isn't there an

advantage for the vaccinated person??
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thefatburner
Joined On 8/11/2010 4:29:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many unvaccinated will have had Covid ...and recovered, like myself (& wife & child) and therefore have the more robust natural

protection and will thankfully not need the experimental vaccines. We count ourselves lucky and value the natural protection we

have. Mainstream seems to only compare vaccinated vs unvaccinated ...BUT OMITS the unvaccinated who have natural

protection.  The vaccines are are massive proet makers for the industry and it's stakeholders so the mainstream (governments, big

tech and news) appear to be protecting the interests of the pharmaceutical industry who make the vaccines. Just read this book

which is very interesting:  www.amazon.com/Dissolving-Illusions-Disease-Vaccines-Forgotten/dp/1480..
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You can get the vaccine to get the passport but disable its harmful effects as below. Copy and share it to everyone. Underground

Students at Stanford University devised 3 ways to disable FORCED/UNWANTED vaccinations.   1) D.I.Y Low voltage method.  Use 2

wet sponges attached to a 6 volt battery for at least 30 to 60 mins with injection site between the wet sponges. Do it immediately

after injection as soon as possible. See how to make this in 5 minutes at:-  https://groups.io/g/germkiller    2) Use medium volt

method by using a tens device/muscle massager on continuous pulses at injection site for at at least 30 to 60 minutes. See video.

   www.youtube.com/watch    3) Use a higher voltage method. Use a mosquito bite zapper at injection site immediately for at least

3 minutes Apply immediately to injection site and apply at least 3 dozen clicks. See video: www.youtube.com/watch  

It is theorized that electric current causes micro electrolysis in the body Juids and free radical/ions can combine with the vaccine

and reduce it's potential to cause harm. It is theorized that high voltages denatures the spike proteins in the vaccine. You can buy

the butterJy tens device/massager and mosquito insect zapper on Amazon/ebay for around $5. Use out of sight of the MEDICAL

MAFIA so you can get your vaccine passport. USE ANY OR ALL AT YOUR OWN RISK. DO YOU UNDERSTAND? NO MEDICAL ADVICE

OFFERED.

Also high dose vitamin D in the range of 50000 i.u. daily plus co-factors starting from 3 weeks before the jab and continuing for at

least 3 weeks after will nullify the harmful side effects of the forced vaccines. You may study below to minimize harm from

vaccines. vitamindwiki.com/COVID-19+treated+by+Vitamin+D+-+studies%2C+reports%2C..  Are you aware of this little graph?  

www.youtube.com/watch
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To esecallum and the fatburner: Thanks for the interesting information; but neither of you has addressed my questions.

To esecallum, the vitamin D megadoses might help alleviate adverse side effects from the vaccine, but I would be more inclined to

follow the FLCCC Alliance's "Recovery" protocol, before I would risk overdose on a fat soluble vitamin that could play havoc with

my calcium ion balance! And regards the Stanford three-method use of micro-electrolysis, that sounds like real fringe level

quackery, which I doubt have any credible studies for its safety and effectiveness.

To followup on my reply, here is what I found in one of my chemistry books: O + 2H2O(1] + 4e- ≥ 4OH-(aq) , the "4e-" from the

battery. This would seem to support the formation of a very corrosive charged ion, the "hydroxide ion - since it seems reasonable

to assume the presence of oxygen in the blood or on red blood cells (in the arteries or capillaries). Wouldn't the muscle cells

rapidly adsorb the water-proofed lipid-encapsulated mRNA particles onto their outer lipophilic membranes? Not until those

particles pass through (probably slowly) the cell membrane and lose their water-proofed coating would they be unprotected from

any reactions that could decompose them in the watery part of the cell's interior (the cytosol). Could the applied topical

electrolysis at the injection site actually extend through not only the vaccine recipient's skin, but also through another barrier, the

muscle cells' outer membrane?? I doubt it. If it could, maybe the applied voltage could then disrupt the synthetic mRNA's structure

and modify its intended genetic code for the spike protein. (The spike protein would not yet have been formed.) Heaven only

knows what randomly formed new code could be formed during this unexpected and unexplored electrolysis! If most of the above

processes do not occur inside arterial or capillary cells in oxygen-rich blood, the underground Stanford method is not likely to

work.
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I can't answer those questions.  However, the delta variant 'supposedly' (because I don't know what to believe) is more infectious,

but less lethal.   As I understand it, the more people that get vaccinated, the greater the pressure on the virus to mutate in ways to

make it more transmissible.  Would like if a virologist was interviewed and explained the nuts and bolts of what is happening in

more detail.
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im4itnow
Joined On 1/22/2016 8:53:58 AM
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The speed at which this is happening is astounding. The fact that the shot is called a vaccine when it isn't is also amazing. The fact that

Fauci is guility of gain of function and nothing is done is amazing. At the current rate, the US will be a dictatorship before the end of 2022.
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Fauci is guility of gain of function and nothing is done is amazing. At the current rate, the US will be a dictatorship before the end of 2022.

The media won't speak up. Doctors won't speak up.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The media is owned according to a video posted on an earlier Mercola letter by Vanguard, Blackrock, and the 1%  The media is only

a mouthpiece for their agenda!
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM
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THEY cloned Dr Joseph Mercola and His book "Truth About COVID" to divert people away from the truth... Meet Dr. MARK Mercola and

his new book "Covid Secrets"... These people are sick...

www.amazon.com.mx/Secreto-oculto-detr%C3%A1s-COVID-19-necesitas/dp/B09..  and www.google.com/search
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM
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The left must have a sinister motive behind vaccines that don't stop anyone from getting the virus. That's why vaccine passports are

dangerous to our society. We as freedom loving people must eght this and mask mandates.
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Watsonandco
Joined On 12/14/2020 7:00:56 AM
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jwyoungjerry, ... the left. Really? You think Gates, Fauci, the Rockefellers, etc., are of the left? Do you think they grew rich by being

lefties? Dear, oh dear, oh dear. Open your eyes!
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Watsonandco, yep. These are "Trump shots." Just ask the Donald. A few GOP members in DC pretend to speak out for us.

Controlled opposition playing 4D chess with the mutual victims.
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This guy is def a conspiracy theory transmitter.  I choose not to take the vaccine, but that means I will choose to be more careful.

 However, it was shown 100% that when people started taking the vaccine the transmission rate and getting covid went way way down,

and quickly until, UNTIL,  all the hubbum about DON'T TAKE THE VACCINe came out.  That stopped people from taking the vaccine and

thus, the vaccine wasn't stopped and it mutated.   Another thing I have to say, Dr. Mercola, you have been my NO. 1 person to go to for

info, but you have changed, you purported  to use a particular  drug to stop covid.  Here is what is happening now.  Plz go to this site.

 People are getting sick.  www.youtube.com/watch
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You are wrong!
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The vid of Rachel Maddow...she is a notorious vax-believer. Interestingly, she also has a noticeably crooked mouth-smile. She must

have gotten a lot vaccines as a baby and child..(theory from Forrest Maready's book "Crooked": too many vaxxes cause cranial

nerve damage, and asymmetrical smile as the facial muscles cannot respond properly)
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RobertTUda1gmail.com
Joined On 4/16/2021 1:31:31 PM
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Vaccine passports represent just another tool of the Leftists to deprive citizens of their rights, freedoms, and liberty and to enslave them.

 Creeping socialism is upon us and we are now a statist society on its way to pure communism.  Most people do not seem to care. Only

when they are in communes/gulags, fenced-in,  and dragging balls and chains on work gangs will they ever realize that we three-fourths

of the way there already.  Wake up, people.  George Orwell is screaming from his grave, "I told you so, but you won't listen!"
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Truthisfree
Joined On 8/6/2021 8:44:02 PM
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Where is the comment that I just left??????
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Did you chek your proele's "recent activity" tab?
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Does anybody know the answer to this?  If you watch any television commercial for a pharmaceutical drug, a good portion of that

commercial is dedicated to the adverse side effects of that drug. We see public service announcements and commercials by paid shills

promoting the jab. If the vaccines become FDA approved, will the side effects have to be mentioned in any commercial? Is the EUA a tool

not to mention side effects?
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM
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No I haven't seen any adverse effects trailer either ......maybe this would run into too much tv time ..lol .  I wonder if the politicians

saying anything publicly about any medical treatment is illegal ....Only medical experts should give medical advice .....are these

politicians breaking the law ??? Could you face prison time for giving deadly advice ??? .....
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I think Doc has said that experimental and EUA medical treatments cannot legally be promoted or advertised. So everything we've

seen so far is illegal. I have thought the same about the rampant promotion to everyone, no mention of talking to your doctor to

see if it's right for you, and by the way there are bad possible side effects. It's at best, irresponsible!
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retsgt63, who cares? That is totally irrelevant. It's like discussing how many feet an ant has as builds its nest under your house.

Irrelevant! The "vaccine", in case you missed it, is not a "vaccine". It's a poisonous injection. No need for FDA approval or anyone

else's approval. As they have shown. Focus!
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For one thing they don't know them well enough.
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